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N this Lecture I shall consider the
in general
ture of Wind andSouND
and of the Vibrations of Mis Al
Strings and Sonorous Bodies, with regard t0
the Science of MUSIC.
WI 'ND is a Stream or Current of A^ s
As the Air is a Fluid , its natural State 15
that of Res, which it endeavours always
keep or retrieve by an universal Equilibria
of all its Parts . When , therefore , this ^
tural Equilibrium of the Atmosphere hass
pens by any means to be destroyed in an/
Part , there necessarily follows a Motion 0
all the circumjacent Air towards that Parit’
to restore it ; and this Motion of the Ah lS
).
(
what we call Wind XCVII
(XCVII ) I . I shall Here give the principal
pena of the Wind , as they are deduced from j
Halhy 's admirable History thereof in the Philofop1'
Trans*# **5'
■ ‘
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e(^ t0 tha .t Place where

e Equilibrium of the Air is disturb ’d, we

fee

T
ffsstlions, and illustrate the fame by his Map of the
r*d drawn up for that Purpose.
The first is, That in the great Pacific or Western Plate
the Atlantic and Etbiopic Seas, there is a general XXXI.
f[h Wind all the Year long, without any consi1W Variation ; excepting that it is subject to be de¬
fy^ ,'1therefrom some few Points of the Compass tot)f the North or South, according to the Situation
w? lace. The Reason is, because the Parts under
are more heated and rarified than any
^ ^uator
Otj
as above mentioned.
k ah
is, That on each Side the Equator,
abi The Second
hor°ut 27 or 30 Degrees, the Wind does more and
decline from the East to the North -East on one
\ 5 and South -East on the other ; occasion’d by the
Contrary Motions of the Air, arising from Heat and
L ? as above explain ’d. These Winds are indicated
i® 6 Position of the Arrows in the Atlantic and Pacific
*n the Map.
^ Po wards the Caribbee. Islands , on the Americaff
V * the Atlantic Ocean , the aforesaid North -East
becomes still more and more Easterly, so as
>W* es to be East, sometimes East by South, but
0j. y Northward of the East a Point or two, seldom
>H
\fyrj T is likewise observed that the Strength of these
Sdoes gradually decrease as you fail to the WestSi(j^’
M),' ’

along upon the Coast of Africa on the Western

Wind sets in upon the Land

from

various

of the Compass, North -West , West , South by

'''arlj 5,^ 0u th- West , and almost South, especially , toCape of Good- Hope, all which is easily seen in
ste
. 6, r ?’
viftg " me Atlantic Ocean , towards the North of the
5H(j ’ between 4 and 10 Degrees of Latitude , and 20
West Longitude , there is a Tract of Sea
Here
Winds are not properly said to be constant or
e s for it seems to be condemned to perpetual
Calms%
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see the Wind may blow from
of the Compass at the same
those who live Northwards of
have a North Wind : those who

every F°‘sl*
time ; an
that Foi^
live $otdJ

wards , a South Wind ; and so of the *eI j
But those who live on the Spot , where a
those Winds meet and interfere , are opp?e*le
with turbulent and boisterous Weath ^ '
Whirlwinds and Hurricanes ; with
r
Temp eft, Lightning , Thunder, & c.
Sulphureous Exhalations from the Southyrl 0*
rents of Nitre from the Norths and a(l uSf
Vapours from every Part , are there confme ^
huddled and violently blended together ; ^
rarely fail to produce the Ehœnomena
*
rhentioned .
Calms, attended with terrible Thunder and
and Rains , so frequent that our Navigators from
call this Part of the Sea the Rains , as by othe rS
are called the Calms and Tornadoes , as in Jll° he,
cur common Maps . The Reason of this seem*
that this being the Place where the Easterly and Yf ^ jit
]y Winds commence, the Air is divided and he!" .{},
were in Equilibria between both ; by which mearlS fu'
render’d more rare than the rest, and too light t0 ^
stain the Vapours raised into it , so that it lets th^m ^
feend in continual Rains. Sec the Parting of th*
^
the Map .
7- In the Indian Ocean the Winds are Part
ral, as in the Atlantic and Ethiopic Oceans ; an ■sped
upOit
Periodical, that is, such as blow one Half of
0
one Way , and the other Half of the Year
the opposite Points : And these Points and ^
stiifting arc disterent in distereut Parts of this ^ge

3
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Many

are

the

particular

Causes

which

produce Wind by interrupting the Equi -,
P°ise of the Atmosphere ; but the most gee at, which,
j* er al Causes are two , viz. H
oy rarifying the Air , makes it lighter in some
^ aces than it is in others ; and Cold,
Mdch, by condensing it , makes it heavier,
Parts over the 'Torrid
it is, that
^once
• in. all
rhe Air being more rarified by a
j>re ater Quantity of the Solar Rays , is much
^hter than in the other Parts of the At¬
mosphere, and most of all over the Equa -*
j^ ial Parts of the Earth ; And since the
the Equator are most rarified
*^ rts at
Msich are near the Sun ; and those Parts
are, by the Earth ’s diurnal Rotation East^ ardt continually shifting to the West ; it sol-?
lows,
’J'sese Winds are called by Seamen Monsons or Monio and 30 Degrees, from Madagascar
t Between
§ New-Holland, the general Trade -Winds about
;^ Uth-Eafl. by East are found to blow all the Year long
!he^e ^ame M anner > and for the fame Reasons as in
-Other Oceans above-mentioned.
the Months of Alay, June , July, Augud, Sep~
■
IyOring
Ottober, the aforesaid South -East Winds e.;tend
^thin two Degrees of the Equator ; after this, for
jjj6 other six Months , the contrary Winds set in, and
j (.°'yfr° rri the North -West from the Latitude of 3 to
Agrees South.
an1®- From about three Degrees South Latitude , over
^oe Arabian and Indian Seas and Gulph of Bengals
Vj 111 Sunialra to the Coast of Africa, there is another
, blowing from 0 Holer to April on the NorthOsifoon

East
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lows, that the Parts of the Air which hs
on the Wf Side of the Point of greats

Rare-

East Points ; but in the other. Half-Year , from f "‘n.
to Oftober, from the opposite Points of South -t* e ^
and West -South-West , and that with rather ens
Force than the other, accompanied with dark tcW)
^
Weather , whereas the North -East blows clear.
ii . The Sea between Madagascar and Africa, 3,1 ^
®
Southwards to the Equator , is subject to the fameCha 11
of Wind , or Monsoons, whose Course from As 1'’
£
Oflober is South-South- Weft ; which , as you go 1110
3
Northerly , becomes more and more Westerly ,
last they fall in with the West -South-West Ysi"
mentioned in the last Articles . What Winds blow ^
other Half-Year in those Parts , the Doctor could
obtain any satisfactory Account of ; only that they
Easterly , and as often to the North as to the Sou
ward thereof.
12. To the Eastward of Sumatra and Malaccai
the North Side of the Equator along the Coast oi Ca
boia and China, the Monsoons blow, and change at ^
fame Times as before ; only their Directions are 01 ^
more Northerly and Southerly than the others, as is e^ s
to observe in the M aP* These Winds reach t0 , g.
Philippine Islands Eastward, and to sap an Northwat ’
and are not so constant to their points as the ot
- .je
above mentioned.
13. Between the fame Meridians , on the South 5 .
the Equator , from Sumatra to New Guinea East 's \f
the fame Northerly and Southerly Monsoons are oh ^
ved ; oply the Northerly are here North -westerly, ^al?
Th?y {
the Southerly bso'y frojrj the South -East. 1 “~{theY
not more constant than the others ; and besides, ^
keep not the fame Times , but change a Month °r
.
Weeks later.
9r
,
Winds
contrary
these
of
14. The Shifting
foons, is not all at once ; and in some Places the .tj,
of the Change is attended with Calms, in others ^
variable Winds, and particularly those of Cht»a^^
ceasing to be Wssterly , are very subject to be temp^ ;
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^' ar

and , by flowing towards it,
it, have less Motion than those Parts
on

efaSHon,

such is their Violence , that they seem to be
>
ifs and
-India Hurricanes , and render
the Nature of the TVeJl
e Navigation of those Parts very unsafe at that Time
^ the Year . These Tempests the Seamen call the
reoking up of the Monsoons.
, or periodical
^5 - The Cause of the Monsoons
^dsj is owing to the Course of the Sun Northward
of the Year , and Southward
11 Ise Equator one Half
j\.e other . While he passes through the six Northern
£§0s of the Ecliptic , the various Countries of Arabia,
s rslf!i India, and China are heated, and reflect great
of the
0 ^*0tit its of the Solar Rays into the Regions
'‘blent Atmosphere, by which Means it becomes
Equilibrium of course de| ea tly rarified > and has its, the
Air , as well from the
ctoyed - to restore which
, as
y‘Natorial Parts Southwards , where' it is colderhave
necessarily
must
,
Climes
Northern
colder
the
i 0tl1
prod e‘idency or Motion towards those Parts , and, so
six Months during
J? Ces the Monsoons for the first
lch Time the Heat of those Countries is greatest.
v6* * Then for the other six Months , the Sun tray ' ng the Ocean and Countries towards the Southern
^ r°pic, while in the six Southern Signs, causes the Air;
^ those Parts to be now most heated and rarified
consequently the Equatorial Air to alter its Course,
the Winds to veer quite about , and blow upon the
"P° site Points of the Compass.
7 - These are the general Affections of constant and
se*
jefll^ar Winds ; none of which are found not fubtlifft0 Lottie Variation and Exception , on account of the
Sitere.nt Circumstances .of Heat , Cold , Land , Water,
b ation, &c. concerning all which I shall refer the
’s own large historical Account of
*hei to Doctor
in Winds , published in the ‘Transactions, or Mifcel. Vol I. /
ffuriofa
r rom what has been said, ’tis easy to understand,
hnce so large a Portion of the Atmosphere as
is

\
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on the Eaji of the said Point , which
it ; and therefore the Motion of the EaJ

ern
in

js over the Torrid Zone , and Parts about it,
^
such continual Agitation and alternate Motion ,
>
Agitations in an elastic Fluid must extend everyJ 1',
to a great Distance , and produce Effects of the »a . s
Kind in a various Manner ; by which means the
in all other Latitudes and Climes will suffer a Pert to
ta
bation more or less and have a perpetual Tendency
Motion in various Directions , depending on the
tion of Country , the Degrees of Heat and Cold n\ ,.s
Climate , the Position of Hills , Vales, £sfr. beii J
what may be owing t®the Accension and Expl ° si 0l\ Meteors , the Eruption of subterranean Air ,
t0
hundred other Causes ; I fay, from all this it is ea ^
infer, that our Climate, wherever we live, must neCfj>
rily be attended with variable Winds, almost perpetu6'fjp
19. I shall only add farther , that since the A£ ft
phere is a gravitating fluid Substance, it must be ‘u ^iC\\
to the attracting Power of the Sun and Moon , aS 0(
as of the Earth : and therefore when the InsiueN
those Luminaries , either singly or conjointly , lS W0tf
site to that of the Earth , the fame Effects must
in the Body of fluid Air, as we have shewn tj,g
produced in the ambient Fluid of Water , viz- j . jjffe'
Atmosphere shall be of an oblong Figure , or of
fj
rent Altitudes in different Parts ; and that these a * of
Air have nearly all the fame Affections with th0 j, at
the Ocean before explain’d, excepting only in tb !flrftet
they must be as much greater as the Density of '
exceeds that of Air, viz. in the Ratio of 860
20. Now because of an Equality of Pressure orV ^ Ast
in the Atmosphere in unequal Altitudes of Air, 'd ^ ot
never be sensible of an Aerial Tide, either of ^
Flood, by the Barometer ; and can only know st . pj-O'*
Position of the heavenly Bodies. However as £"^ ,itl/
digious Protuberance of the Atmosphere is con
following the Moon , it must of course produce * ^ tO
tion in all Parts , and so produce a Wind more or
red
every Place, which , as it conspires with , or is °r to

HM

C* N fe!
&

*t

$
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^ Air would prevail against that of the
sfiern Air, and so generate a continual
sfi Wind, if this were all the Effects of
we are to conRarefaBion, But
^
as all the Parts of the Almost^ Er,
|^ere are so greatly rarified over the
l ^ ator, and all about the Poles greaty condensed by extreme Cold, this heafrom either Pole is constantly
j, er Air
towards the Equator , to restore the
glance destroyed by the RarefaSlion and
)^ uy of the Air over those Regions:
^hce , in this respect alone , a constant
.stlj and South Wind would be generated
Kc VlII ).
Now
‘the

Winds arising from other Causes , makes them
or less. And I believe something of this may
educed from Observations made of the State of the
t(lis the Times of the New and Full Means. And that
h r Was the Cafe in respect to the two last great Storms,
(j ' Mead has observed in his Tract De Imperia Sells

^“Kae.
h ^ ^ VlII ) 1.1 find by Experience , that People have
p Cral but an obscure Idea or confused Notion of
V e„ au se of this perpetual Current of Air from East to
01 of a constant East Wind under the Equator ;
in order to elucidate this Matter , I shall repre¬
Plate
ss p lt; *n» and explain it by , a Figure . Let CBADE
a Section of the Atmoiphere over the .Equa - XXXII.
tor of
East, E the West , A the Point to which the Fig , j„
’S ver tical , and R the Point of greatest RarefacVi
(Wp ° r t^at w h ere the Air is most of all heated, and
gently lightest.
a . That
*
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Now it is easy to understand , that hy.
r th
Composition of these two Directions of A'
^r
2. That this Point R is on the Eastern Side of ^jS
Point A is not difficult to be conceived, when
said concerning the Tide in Annot. LXXXIW iSj; |
Plate
. And because the Air at R is by ^ P".t js
XXXII. considers
t :on lighter than where it is colder at C and IX , jCb
Fig . X. plain that,- in order to maintain an Equilibrium , v mI
is necessary in a fluid Body) the Air by its oX$
Weight will have a Tendency from C and D '& p,
R , and rife to a Height there greater than at C
in Proportion as its Density is less.
gu*
1
3. Now this being the Cafe, it is evidenf, f
be
being always between the Points R and D , 'vl,c-(
heating the Air on that Part ; and those Reg
Reg' 011
jll^
tween R and C , having been deserted by the Su|1>^ y
grow cold : Consequently, the Air between C
as it is colder, will likewise be heavier than that a
tef
R and D which is hotter , and so will have a Sp0jfli
Momentum, or Quantity of Motion , towards the ^
R ; and since this Point R is constantly m0^^ „
the Point A Westward , the Motion of the
towards it will b'e in Fart diminished by that
ot
and being also inferior in Quantity to
to the
the Eastern Air, the latter will prevail over it, ^ 0
constantly following the said Point R from
West , and tlius produce a continual Eajl tVwi- j \fcb'
4. It may perhaps be here said, that though t
«• ' ' r r
_ f0[n?U- III
tion of the Air be less from D to R , yet it is at lel>
i’J
and so the e ought to be a Western Wind, ' a'’, 0{! th5
some Degree, and to some Distance West' var of„ ^
Point R . To which I answer, That the ^ at^ 0sS^
Fluid will not permit two contrary Motions to ^
sustain an Equilibrium , (I mean in regard of c jetts
^
Body of it ) for wherever one Part of the Elu>
i^
mined to move, all the rest must necessarily
otherwise the Equilibre of the Air would be ^ pefe
in one Part , to make it good in another i fe£ f .
which Nature cannot be guilty of. T huS ^ rfi$

I
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^*r from the East and Norths a constant
frth -EaJi Wind will be generated in the'
frthern Hemisphere , and a constant South^ aJt Wind in the Southern Hemisphere , to
pertain Distance on each Side the Equator,
p round the Earth . And this Cafe we
to be verified in the General “Trade
rods, which
constantly blow from the
°rtb- EaJi and South-East , to about 30 DejHes on each Side the Equator , where those
j, ar ts are over the open Ocean , and not af^ed with the Reflection of the Sun -beanis
.r°rtv the heated Surface of the Land ; for
this Cafe the Wind will always set in up^ the Land , as on the Coast of Guinea, and
^her Parts of the Twrid Zoney we know it
°es (XCIX ).
As

siMes

]yj
-‘ues of the Ocean always follow the Course of the
from East to West , without any Motion of the
q astrs from the West towards the Moon , in the open. .
^ Ceans ; And the Point R can only be considered as .
the^ ericd “Tide, or Flood of High Air; and has nearly
larne Phænomena with aqueous Tides.
f0j?' Lists being clearly understood, all the rest is easy; .
4;rn° one can find it dilficult to conceive how the cold
b rrorn each Pole must necessarily set in towards the
tjjg at °r directly, where meeting, and interfering ,with '.
bir ^ stern Current , it does with that compound a new
the 1- on lot the moving Air , which lies between both
Side ° rrner Hz. a North East Current on the North
Hi v, 3nd a South East one on the South Side : All.
his nat urally results from the Dotirine of the Compodff oblique Forces.Sec(
Annot. XXIV .)
vA LIX ) Mr . Clare, in his Motion of Fluids, has a
■L Pertinent Experiment for illustrating this Matter.
V°CII .
P '
It
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As the Motion of the Air has a great#
or lesser Velocity , the Wind is Jlronge? ° r

weaker; and it is found from Observation,
that the Velocity of the Wind is various'
from the Rate of i to 50 or 60 Miles pet
Hour (G).
rsjJljS

It is thus : Let there be a very wide Dish or Vessel
Water , in the Middle of which is to be placed a tVste
Plate fill’d with warm Water ; the first will repress
the Ocean , the other an Island rarifying the Air 3*50^
it . Then holding a Candle over the cold Water , bl°
it out , and the Smoke will be seen to move towards t ^
warm Plate , and rising over it will point out the Uou
of the Air from Sea to Land . And if the ambient v*
ter be warmed, and the Plate fill’d with cold
and the fmoaking Wick of a Candle held over the Pla
the contrary will happen.
fg
(C) 1 . The Experiment to prove this, is to c ■
a free open Place, where the Current of Air, or W
is not at all interrupted , but slows uniformly ? °VjJ
much so as the undulatory State of the Atmosphere;
admit ; in such a Place, a Feather , or some ver LrJf'
Body, is to be let go in the Wind , and then by 3 t0
Second Watch , or Pendulum , you observe ni ce
what Distance it is carried in any Number of * ps’is
Seconds ; or in how many Half-Seconds it has P
over a.given or measur’d Space ; this will give they ^
of Velocity in the Wind per Second , and of Cour* t
Hour .
cU^
2. The late Rev . Dr . Derham, who was most ^ 0f
rate in making Experiments of this Sort, appr°Va(jctt
this Method before that of the Mala alata or pnc ur^
invented by Dr . Hookof( which fee an Account i n,.
Philosophical Transactions, N Q24 .) And he tells u,
N " 313 . ) that he thus measured the Velocity 0
Wind in that very great Storm of 1705,
at
and by many Experiments he found, that it s per
the Rate of 33 Feet per

Half-Second, or

of

45j^ ^ uri
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• *Thus much may suffice for a general
Account of the Nature and Origin of Winds:
We
jj

.

^Ur j whence he concludes, that the most vehement
^ *nd ( as that of 1703 in November) does not fly at the
jU^ of above 50 or 60 Miles per Hour ; and that at a
j e^ium the Velocity of Wind is at the Rate of 12 Or
^ Miles per Hour.
te a
s° met’mes the Wind is so flow as not to ex9tirl■t^le Velocity of a Person fiding or walking in it;
that Cafe, if the Person goes with the Wind,
no Wind at all, because there is no Difference
H *elocity, or no relative Wind , which is that only
J *"'e are sensible of whilst in Motion 5 the Reason of
n‘ch We see in Annot. XX.
The best Method , that I lcriow of, to bring the
0 sce of the Wind to a Mathematical Calculation and
rf ainty, is by the following new contrived Anemoof which I had the first Hint from the late inge- Plate
Dr . Burton. ABCDEFGHIisan
open Frame ' XXXII.
W
}nVood
' C_ , _firmly supported by the Shaft or Postern I . Fig . 2.
- lhe two Cross Pieces H K , L M , is moved an horie^ al Axis Q .M , by Means of the sour Sails ab , cd\
Ij’
in a proper Manner , exposed to the Wind;
-Axis*s fixed a Cone of Wood , MNO; upon.
4dch> as the Sails move round , a Weight S is raised by
t0.r ng on its Superficies, proceeding from the small
of he largest End N O . Upon the great End or Base
he Cone is fixed a Ratchet -Wheel i k, in whose.
5 h falls the Click X to prevent any retrograde Motom the depending Weight.
Si \ a rorn the Structure of this Machine , ’tis easy to
er ftand, that it may be accommodated to estimate
die -^ r>able Force of the Wind , because the Force of
e‘ght will continually increase, as the String adhj^ es ° n the conical Surface, by acting at a greater
from the Axis . And therefore, if such a
jiifl.?“t be put on, on the smallest Part at M , as will
tyj nd eeP the Machine in Equilibria with the weakest
» then as the Wind becomes stronger, the Weight
will
P2
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Wfe proceed now to the DoBrine of Sound5*

We know by the Experiment of the Be*
in
will be raised in Proportion , and the Diameter os* 1
Base of the Gone N O may be so large in Compar**0^
of that of the smaller End or Axis at M , that the siroNZ
est' Wind shall but just raise the Weight to the grC
End .
-S
6. Thus for Example , let the Diameter of the A*
be to that of the Base of the Cone N O as I 'to 2
then if S be a Weight of one Pound atM on the AX'S?
will be equivalent to 28 Ib. or *| of an' Hundred , ^ j
raised to the greatest End . If therefore, when *^
Wind is weakest, it supports 1 Ib. on the Axle, it 1?^
be .28 times as strong to raise the Weight to the
of the Gone- Thus may a Line or Scale of 28
Parts be drawn on the Sicje of the Cone , and
Strength of the Wind will be indicated by that Nu*11
therein from which the String shall at any time hamh
7. Furthermore , the String may be of such a b ^
and the Cone of such a Length , that there shall b®^
Revolutions of the String between each Division °L-A
Scale on the Cone ; so will the Strength of the **
be exprefs’d in Pounds and Ounces . And is Zy
Exactness be required , let the Periphery of the
Base be divided into 16 equal Parts, then whenever
Equilibrium, happens , the String will leave the
Surface against one of those Divisions, and thus
the Force of the Wind to a Dram A-verdupois
' -8. ' Having premised thus much relating to the Sf ^
ture and Nature of the Instrument , I shall now Pr° ' 0f
t8- a more particular Examination of the TheOv ^ jy
Wind -Mills , by re-assuming what we have
said' on that Head ( See Annotat. XLV .) There ‘s 0)e
/~»r ( parallel to the Axis QM ) —a, represent the ^ t„
Force of the Wind or. the Sail ; this Force is redec
hi, and this again to no, which acts normally
Axis , and turns the Sail. Also we have shevcn, ^
putting 7n n ir7x, this Force which turns the Sail* 51
di0’ !t
■aax—
, ,
,
.
pressed by - -a —; and that when it was a M
K
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the exhausted Receiver , that Sound has
a necessary Dependance on the Air ; and
if
. \/

aJj_— a

3

3

. antj the Angle Imn — 54 ° 44' .

• Hence we observe, that when the Mill is in its
latest

Perfection, In — \ / a ,

J-f3—
;

hence

the

whole

Force

in

the

Direction

ts to the fame reduced, in the Direction I n, as

2
to 172
7', or as a ~‘to — a 1 or as 1 to — , vtz. as 3
3
to 2.
, *0. Again , the whole Force in the Direction Im is
0 lhe fame a second Time reduced in the Direction n 0,
a, , axor as
tothat is, as a’’' to a
ltnx

“J

1 to

V

/

-

4 _ 200
5
-— = nearly ; or, the Force thus

27
519
13
/5
%ced is to the whole Force as 5 to 13, when the
“ails are posited in the best Manner.
^ U . Now in order to determine the absolute Force of
e Wind , we must compare it with that - of Water,
f°llc
lows. Since Air and Water are both Fluids-, if
7 move with equal Velocities, their Effects in
js' Ven Time will be as the Quantities of Matter , that
■ct
.(putting the Asms?? Fetters for those Particulars in
th ater’ and for
the fame in Air ) if V — V,
W8*1E : E M
::
: M. But
in equal Quantities of
S, atter, viz, M = M. their Effects wil! be as the
Juarez
- -->of' the Velocities , viz. E E V
.: 2 : VLSee
(
**°
^ir t. XLIX . 17. ) Therefore , when neither the Venor Masses of Matter are known , the Effects
bevi be in a given Time in a Ratio compounded " of
ottl; that is, E ; E M
::
V 2 : MV \
: :
j, But
we have shewn M : M D
:: B : D B, See
(
nn °t- LVI . 9. ) therefore E : E D
:: B V 2 : DB 7 Lin

P 3

a-given
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if we reflect on the Nature of the Particle
of a sonorous Body and those of Air>

shall

a given Time . Let us now suppose B = B then
;
j??,
cause D : D 860
::
; i , (See Annot. LXXXlX - *' •
we have E : E 860
::
V *= : F 2; and lastly, if we suP'
pose the Effects to be equal, viz. E — E, then we haV
860 V 2=F 2. Therefore if we put Y = r, we have 86?
— F 2;and so F = \ /86o — 29>3z6 J that is, ^
locity of Air ought to be somewhat more than 29
greater than that of Water to strike a given Surface
the fame Force.
,
.
13. Indeed Mr . Belidor makes V 25s
—
, beC.aUt0
he has strangely mistaken the specific Gravity of Ah
be - i - , instead of - i -, on which Account all b15
640
86o?
[CS
Calculations on this Head are very faulty. If V den®^
any equable Velocity of Water , the Height H of 3 *^
necessary to produce that Velocity is thus found,
32 : \/ \ 6 (= 4) V
:: : \/H or
; thus , As 1024 : ^
16 V 1 V 2 .
- ■
V 2H
: =
orputtingV = : x,wehaveD^
1024
64
r
0
£ . Now a cubic Foot of Water , whose Height is
strikes with a Force — 62,5 Ib. ; therefore the For^ f<
a Column , whose Height is H, striking against 3 y*
62 e
620^
face of one Square Foot is 62,5 H —
or = "^ 4
when the Velocity is not given,
14. But (by Art. 2 | .) V 1 =

V 1,
-, therefore "As
000

of62,5
X -v~~ — 62,5H — 0,976 Ib. the Force or a
.94
Column of Water whose Velocity is V — r , an“ , 0f a
whose Velocity is F — 29,3 , and Height H
^
F 2 he

'

3

Foot ; therefore — X 0,976 — 0,00113 F 2 W1‘
000

AblO 'f*

constant Multiplier to reduce the Force of Wind

jpg
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&all find that Sound is nothing but the
Propagation of the Tremors and Vibra¬
tions
ijg with any Velocity/ '", on any given N umber of square
i,eet or Area A, to Pounds Averdupois Weight . For

sample , suppose the Velocity of the Wind at the
20 , and Vx —
^■ate of 20 Feet per Second ; here V —
i °0, and 0,00113 ^ = 0,00113 X 400 0,452 of a
found on a square Foot ; and therefore on 10 square
eet it will be 4,52 Ib. ; on too square Feet it will be
iooo 452 Ib. ; and so on.
;
^5,2 Ib, on
~ I5, Hence, to compute the Force of Wind on the
^ails of a Mill , we proceed as follows : Admit the
^ngth of a Sail be 30 Feet , and Breadth 6 Feet , the
^ rea or Surface will be 180 square Feet , and 4 X 180
720 square Feet, the Area of the 4 Sails; then ad^ 'tting the Velocity of the Wind the same as before,
k *. 20 Feet per Second , the Force on each square
is 0,452 , and therefore 0,452 X 720 = 325,44 # .
.his is the absolute or whole Force of the Wind blow¬
ing directly on the Sails : But since when the Sails are
et tight , this Force is diminished in the Ratio of 13
X 325,44

0 5> therefore -

125,17 .st.

13

„ l6 . Suppose the Distance from the Axis Q_ to each
^ •il be 5 Feet , then will the Distance of the Centre of
^tavity PQ _be 20 Feet ; therefore 20 X 125, 17 =
*S?3,4 Ib, the mechanical Force of the Wind on the
ails7>er Second to produce the Effects within the Mill,
J^hich may be computed as in tht Example of the Water 'MilI , Anmt. XLtV.
. 17- To represent these Things more generally, let
^ ^ Area of all the Sails, V — Velocity of the Wind z
®est 0,00113 V1A = absolute Force , which multiplied
0,000435 VLA = Force reduced by the oblique
^
y is
? °sition of the Sails. Now suppose a Weight W
anging frorrI an uniform Axle , whose Semidiameter js
. > keep the Sails in Equilibria with the Force of the
'mnd ; then D being the Distance of the Center of
Gravity
P H

2l6
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lions of tlie former imprefs ’d on the latter?
to the ’Tympanum or Drum . of the Ear , by
the
Gravity of the Sails , we have D : d W
::

: 0,00043^

r *-A = F = ~
D
«
18 . But because , when the Machine is in its gref f
Perfection , the Weight it is charged with is but .? 0
W , ( See Annot. XL

.) therefore

-J W X

d

D—'

0,000193 ^ A = P ; then putting rr = 0,000193 , we
r V- A — P , the reduced Force for the greatest Eff c° ’
A
and
A , the Area or Surface of the Sails ;
rV 2
lastly,

\l

/

P
— F, the Velocity of the Wind , wb^
•A

therefore may be found by having A and P given . , . ,
19 . Let d W = w, the Velocity of which W e'§>’>
let be u then
;
\ V~ Velocity of the Centre of Gr aVl'
of the Sails:

then

X P — u X w, whence any ofle
3.
- 00
the four Terms may be found , the rest being
given.
3 uw
■aif*
r V 1 A , or 3 uw — rV 3A ; whence 0%
be

any one of the four Quantities A , V , w , u, j may/ . s
found , the others being known .
See farther on
Subject my New Principles of Geograph
y and ™
VIGATION
20 . Since

Plate
XXXII.

F 'g- 3-

.

■
the

Force

^
of the

Machine

is as A X

g

D , it will be a Maximum when A X D is greatest , ^
Velocity of the Wind Tremaining the fame ; and 1 ^
be given , the Maximum will be when D is greats
^
all . Hence it appears , that if we are not confined
given Distance from the Axis Q _for adjusting
ap
we may dispose the given Surface A into the Form ° \
‘ - Triangle’ in
■ each Sail , viz. luen
such as
; aA aBCD
Isosceles
v ' olj
stead of the equal Par , llelogram Sail abed in com
.
Use ■for in the Triangular Sail the Center of G ^ .
KeC'
is at P , and its Distance is Q ^P ; whereas in ^fie

tangu*as
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Cavities of the Ear, where the Audits
the Impression, and e5C
Nerve receives
cites

24. The Doctor measured the upper Surface of
Pair of Smith’s Bellows, and also the Space they ^
scended through in a Second of Time ; by whic
found the Quantity of Air expell’d in that Time j
495 cubic Inches in its comprefs’d State. Now to ^
what Degree of Compression it fuffer’d, he fix’d a
curial Gage to the Nose of the Bellows, and
Force of the comprefs’d Air sufficient to raise the
cury one Inch high , at a Mean . Hence it appears ^
the Force with which the Bellows impell’d Air in £0
. f0’
Fire was -3*s of the Weight of the Atmosphere.
^
driven
Air
the
that
follows,
it
also
Hence
25.
the Nose of the Bellows in one Second was mofe ^
cjjcS
495 Inches by Part of that Quantity , viz
Inches , which added to the former make 511
of common Air . To find the V elocity with
Air was impelled, he measured the Area of the
of the Nose, and by that divided the 49z Inches, '" f0(
gave for the Quotient 825 Inches , or 68,74 ff .s Sc'
the Length of the Cylinder of Air which rufh’d r^ Q^
cond thro’ the Nose of the Bellows ; which pt° fA
Velocity of Air acting constantly on the elastic r?'
$
Particles of Fire must immensely increase their
Motion , and proportionably augment the Heat, s o*
consists therein , and from which all bur Senfa£1
this Kind are derived.
:thts
26 . The Doctor concludes with a Query,
If the Force with which the Air is impell’d by £
lows into the Organ Pipes were taken in this i
we might not estimate the Velocities of the Hn ^u
of Air required to form the various Notes °£ . ter bc'
t0
The Velocity of undulating Air to that of ^ g£:
ing as their Densities inversely, nearly, viz- aS'
ci^ '
I , as will be strewn farther on .
27 . Mr . Martin Triewald of Sweden has la
bited a new Invention for producing a continua
of Air , to blow the Fire of great Forges, F 10 pgi ''

is'c. and which may properly be call’d WAT

Jt0

'
vi's >
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Cltes the Sensation in the Common
S°RY in the Brain

2ig
Sen-

(CI).

V°^ S5 f°r the Contrivance is two hollow Bellform
^ ehels5suspended from the Ends of a Lever, which
t Pht into Motion by a Stream of Water running into
g 0 Troughs , both uniting or joining rather at the
te re am, so that only one at a Time can receive the Wawhich running to the larger and wider End , laid
-r>
j^ er the End of the Lever , does by its Weight carry the
down on that Part , till by descending the Water
jjjjhins out ; and then the other Trough (which was
j) lng in the mean time ) preponderates, and forces
the other End of the Lever ; and thus the Mai,le is constantly kept in Motion.
k 't) ' When one Arm of the Levpr is raised, the Bell
t ®dlows hanging from it will be raised above the Surjt Ce Of the Water ( in which the Machine is placed ) that
^ be fill’d with Air . Upon the Descent of the Levay

n r» the Bell (by Weight astix’d to it ) descends into
<,e Water , by which Means the included Air is greatly
L ^Press’d, and thereby forc’d to pass through a long
Tube , going from the Top of the Bell
tQ^leathern
T ^ her metalline Tubes , which convey it to the Fire.
ft Us» by means of these two librating Bells, a conBlast of Wind is supplied, whose Velocity may be
tiffed or diminished by proper Contrivances , which
ader may fee in the Philosophical Transafiions, to,hj;r with a Print of the Engine,
akpl ) i . The Structure of the Ear, with its admir\fPP aratliS t0 constitute an Organ of Hearing, is well
i5^m the Attention of every Man . The external Part
A;rClaPted for taking in a large Portion of the tremulous
W ^ dich is reflected strongly by a fine, elastic, treden° Us Cartilage , and by this means it is convey’d more
the e and elastic to the interior Cavity , or Concha of
_ ■
°utward Ear .
’ hollow, elastic Aperture of this Cavity,
Nit ^ e f7ree
^rusted with proper Muscles, is by that Means ca*(ja e of being expanded, contracted , and every Way
fted to receive the various Tremors of the Air:
' And
.
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For the Parts of a sonorous Body , beifl£
put into Motion by Percussion, do vibra*j
e
forward
And moreover it is so disposed, that it is able more fi rn^
to unite and condense, or more laxly to disperse ot
rify, the same aerial Rays , so as to accommodate >
for attemperating a Sound too strong, and aug®e
ing it when too weak, as Occasion requires.
3. The Meatus Auditorius, consisting partly of a J
tilaginous and partly of a bony Pipe, convejfeJthe ho g
towards the interior Parts , and the Obliquity °* p
Canal increases the Superficies, and consequently ^ ^
tiplies the Points of Reflection. Moreover, the
gular cartilaginous Tongue , by its elastic tre®0*^
Texture , and erect Position in the Hollow of the Co# ^
just over the Orifice of the Auditory Passage, causeS’ J
an egregious Mechanism, that all the Rays of
which arrive at the Ear shall enter the said Passage;
■prevents their flying out again by any Reflections
5
soever. Its tubulous cylindro-elliptical Figure , >
serpentine Progress first ascending, then descending’ j,e
then ascending again till it terminates in the M e® J,
of the Tympanum,. increases the Reflection and
and causes that all the fonorific Rays shall atj a
united upon the central Point of its End ; ^ j fl g0'
at the same time all Sensation of a confused and
rous Sound.
g it
4. The Membrana Tympani, or fine Membra ^
"the End of the Meatus Auditorius, is so oblique 1
tended across the Passage, as above to make an ° ^
Angle , and below an acute one with the said ffl1 Qi.Hence the Surface is increased, and render’d m0tet ist$
pable of tremulous Concussions, and of concen
the Rays upon its middle Point .
, coT
5%
This Membrane being expanded upon
tl^
jiected with the bony Margin of the Meatus, >s 0 ^dfore Part (towards the Meatus) concave ,
f°t0 th6
behind or on the internal Part * where it is appl‘ ed
HandleTart of a little Bone, call’d the Mailed ot ^ 0jie
mer, whose Head is moveable in a bony Sinus 0
2

m
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^tWards and backwards through very
^11 Spaces, by their elastic Quality . In
this
Kr.

H" , and on the other it is articulated with another little
call’d the Incus or Anvil , which freely moves in
(j^ Articulation ; and oh the other End it is again ae¬
rated with a little orbicular Bone, and with the
or Stirrop , which on its Base Part is connected
(T Membrane spread over the Foramen Ovale or ellip' Bole of another bony Cavity call’d the Vejilbuluhi.
But as it will be impossible to give an Idea of this
°aderful Construction without a Print , therefore let Plate
XXXIII.
He' be the external Ear ; C its Concha, or Cavity ; D E
Tenths Fig . 1.
op fleatus Auditorius, which in Length is

3,
, Breadth
f Inch
in

and

in

4. G the
Depth
is

L^ brana Tympani, h the Handle of the Malleus ; k the
and i the orbicular Bone j n the Stapes, and r
sum, in the
^estibulum hollowed out of the Os Petrosu
sty of the Labyrinth
In the Vestibule we observe the following part|[ubr Construction of Parts . On the larger Part are
' which
C()tee semicircular Canals or Conduits O , P, QH,
yMstunicate by five Orifices with the Cavity of the
T 'oule ; they are of a bony Substance, and of an elThe 1ester Part of the Vestibule comnlu'i Cavity.
ideates with the Cochlea, or spiral Fabric S.
This wonderful Part merits particular Notice , and
is°in. before represented by itself in two Figures ; whereV0fs ^lewn the bony conical

Canal

S T , making

2 § Re -

,

F ufions round a bony Cone from the Base to the Apex
cjj' *' his spiral Cavity is, from the Base8 to the Top T,
a transverse Septum, or Partition , of a trianguljr by
9,^ .£4re, represented by Z X . This on its Base Part
the Cone is bony (which is strewn by a,a,a,) Fig . 2,3
f an elastic tremulous Texture , and exceeding
s^ IS°
°r polite. The exterior Part b, b, b, is of a,
^ib brana ceous nervous Texture , whose Chords or
\y;^ es Be as represented in the Cut : It is connected
Hi the bony Base on one Part , and with the Canal on
ostler, so that the spiral Duct of the Cochlea is di¬
vided
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this Action they affect the Particles of
contiguous to them , and compel them

Air
up*1fi

^
vided into two equal Cavities without any Comn^11
cation with each other ; though the Orifice of th?
perior Cavity opens into the Vejlibuiwn, and the 0
is fliut close by the Membrane of the Foramen L
9. The Auditory Nerve V enters the Vestibu .^
several little Holes as at 8, and forms a curious I*1fl„:.
Vest*'
or Tapis all over the inside Surface both of the LZefi
bule and its Semicircular Canals O , P , Q . ^ eu
Nerves also pass into the Cochlea, and entering
the two Membranes of the triangular Zone , or ^ ^ 0
ZX , do there divide, and branch themselves out ^
an exquisite membranous Expansion on each Si^e aJj
fame, which thus becomes the more immediate
-tK
of Hearing .
10. This Cavity of the Vestibule is always fill’® ^
an elastic Air , though there appears no visible
which it can enter . Also the Labyrinth or Cavi l ^ e
the Drum is fill’d with common Air , by means 0 ^
Eujlachian Dust or Tube, as M N ; the Orifice M °^yy
ing into the Mouth , and N into the Cavity of ths
r&ve'
byrinth .
II. Having thus premised a Description of the
j5
hnW
annrphpnH
-pr apprehend
irfe , we shall f-Hp
how 2^
better
the lipH
ral Parts
are excited in the Mind . Thus the Pulses of
tering the Meatus Auditorius D E are condensed .Jgjj ce
rious Reflections through the Past’age to their Infi1^ gj:c
on the MembranaFympani at G , which is render d ^ 0f
or less concave, or lax and tense, by the Hand*
the Malleus, actuated by its proper Muscle.
Means the Air contain ’d in the Labyrinth is adu> ^
expell’d, comprefs’d, or rarified, according as th
, pte<f
Jlachian Tube is opened or shut .
<
12. The Membrana Tympant G being thus ajjes,
for receiving the Sounds of tremulous harmonic st
and modulating the internal Air of the Labyrso1
n,
easily communicate the Impressions to the Incus L
transmits them to the Os Orbiculare i, this to the at /
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^ the first Impulse to move forwards al» and those propel the next , and so on,
to
to the Membrane of the Foramen Ovale of the
"'Mum r.
H,l3. This Membrane , by such an Apparatus of Parts,
be intended or remitted in infinitely different DeSQres> so as to become adapted for the Tremors of every
t0 or
; Degree of Sound ; and for communicating them
ae internal
Air , which affects the Nerves every
Cji* expanded over its internal Surface , but more elpev the nervous Expansion of the Cochlea,
^or here, as we have shewn , the Fibres of the
Str:Hrn Transversale, b, b, b, are contrived like so many
^& s of an Harpsicord, of various decreasing Lengths,
illafferent
^'
Octaves , that so some or other of them
\ of
a proper Length to be in Concord with the
Body , or to tremble with the same Vibrations,
by means of the Nerves are convey 'd to the Com^ASensory in the Brain , where the Mind perceives
^j 'v.stinguilhes the infinite Differences of harmonious
j ‘Lording Tones.
\Kt ^ hus, tho ' we are admitted to view the amaz^t^Lchanifm of the Organ of Hearing , yet can we
a general Notion of the Manner in which these
Iktf tl°ns are produced , or of the particular Functions
tL^ ied by every Part, and the special Uses to which
%(-aire subservient , in the general Execution of this
5 With respect to which there remains many things
“e enquired after, even by the learned Boerhaave,
16
*n Page 2Z0 of his Institutes, which fee.
' f '°m this Account of the Ear, we have a Solu^0rn®Difficulties ; as, . Why the Ear- is affected
«5|] Iteat Pain in going down into the Sea in a Diving\ j. 'Why People generally open their Mouths when
r? * p ^ with great Attention : Why Deafness ensues
PbjkVsPture of the Membrana ‘lympani, or from an
V ^ ion of the Eujlachian Tube : Why we hear
Hit! e S ° und with two Ears , But how some People
5 Smoke into the Mouth can emit it by their Ears,

is
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to a very considerable Distance , accord! 11
#
to the Intensity of the percussive Force- ^
this Means the Particles of Air are col*1
press 'd nearer together , than in their
ral State.
But when the Particles of the sonor° 11
Body make the second Part of the Vibra -ti^ ’
by returning back again , the Particles of ^
also, by their repulsive Power , repel c$
other towards their proper Places, and 111
again expand themselves;.
IslNow since Motion once generated ia e
tic Bodies continues some time before st
be destroyed by the Resistance and C°l
teraction of contiguous Bodies, it ^° °
that the Particles of the sonorous Bod/:
iC
consequently those of the adjacent Air,
for some time a reciprocal vibratory
by going forwards and backwards thre j
very small Spaces in an indefinitely 11^
Particle of Time ; which Motion gracsi^
decreases, till it be totally destroyed
for st |0

is not easy to answer, there being as yet no Pe£.
of the Membrana Tpnpani discovered; though
a plain Demonstration that there is one or more, l
not perceptible to the Eye .
a jjits1'
(CII ) x. The Doctrine of Sounds is the
cate and perplex’d of any thing we find
d'
phy ; and perhaps this is the only Subject ^ j jji '
greatest of Men has (in his Prindfla) tresl
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.. J'rom the Nature of a Fluid, whatever
Potion is generated in any one Particle, it
is
k

anner not quite so physical and mathematical as the
ature of the Thing required . I shall refer the Reader
o the Commentaries of Mess. Le Seur and Jacquier oil
!je Principia, where they will find Sir Isaac Newton’s
Iypothesis relating to the Motion of the Particles of an
Mastic Medium to be fallacious ; and other Methods
Psopofed, by which the Newtonian Doctrine of Sound
Ji re ft° rcd. I stiall here add an Explication of such
hœnomena only, as are of principal Concernment , and
1the fame time pretty easy to be understood.
. 2. Let ABC be an elastic String or Chord , fixed Plate
? the Points A and C , and drawn out of its natural XXXIL
’ght-lin’d Situation ABC. Such a Chord , in its State Fig . 4*
J Tension , will , when let go, return to its natural
.Port, not only to its natural Situation ADC, but
the Motion it there has will go on to E , so that
^ E is nearly equal to B D ; and from thence it will
Esorn again nearly to B ; which Motion from B toar ds E , and from E towards B, will be reciprocated
great Number of Times before the Chord will come
to
n ®State of Rest : And each Motion through the Space
E is called a Vibration of the Chord.
jj 3; When the Chord begins its Motion at first from
’it strikes the Particle of Air contiguous to it in B,
" that will by its Approach towards the next affect
^ hy means of the repulsive Power , which keeps
%ertl at Esiual Distances from each other ; and so
{j. ’ through such a Number of Particles as can receive
a e Motion while the String moves from B to D . Let
E, C , D , E , F , G , &c. represent such a Series
p ,ar ticles of Air at an equal Distance , and the first
j^ tticle A contiguous to the middle Point B of such a
r'ng, Lnd agitated by it in its Motion.
The String beginning to move, all the Particles
{(jj tw C, will begin to move forwards also ; and since

^ Motion is propagated in Time, let E be the re-*
®st

Particle moved while the Chord is moving from
B to

Vqi. n ,
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is by that Particle communicated equally
to all around it,, as from a Centre ; conft^
quently
B to D ; during which Time the Chord , having a[*'
accelerated Motion , will cause the Particles to approac*
each other with an accelerated Motion likewise ; an .
because those accelerated Approaches begin at A allCl
'
reach to E , in the Time the Chord is going from B
I) , therefore the Distance A B will be less than B C, an.
this less than C D , and that less than D E , and the V1'
stance E F will begin to be lessen’d when the Strings
arrived to the Site ADC, and the Particles A, B,
D , E , F , &c. will have the Arrangement repreien te
in the second Line.
5. But now the Chord , having acquired the Sin13'
tion ADC, will be no farther accelerated, but on
contrary retarded, as it will now go on from D to £ »
the Effect of which upon the Particles of Air before m
will be as follows. They will all go on forwards tl
the Chord comes to E , and the Particle A to its Sit ua'
tion in the third Line : But since the Force upon A
gins to abate as the String begins to move from D , tP,
elastic Force*now between A and B will,, by acting b° j
Ways , continue to accelerate the Motion of B, aiy
retard that of A. Thus the Distance B C will still
nifh till B come to be nearly equidistant between A aiy
C ; and C Will be accelerated till it be equidistant b ^
tween B and D ; and so on. So that as the AcceMa
tion is continued forwards, the Distances will dimit*L
towards F and by the Time the Chord is arrived
the Particles E E-will be at their nearest Distance . A^
since the Motion of A is continually retarded, if ^ 1
lose what before it had gained in the fame Time J a 5
will therefore now be at the fame Distance from B j
at first nearly. So that the Particles from A to G ^
have the Situations as represented in the third Lin e, .^ gS
6. I he Chord now returning from E to D,
Liberty to the repulsive Power between A and B t0
parate them to a greater Distance than in their I)ata n$.
.State, and which they at present have. By this m£ qjl
all the other Intervals B C , C D , DE , El,
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Wntly the Tremors of the founding
°dy will be propagated all around from
the
flat‘ncrea l"
e » an^ become successively greater than the
^ aral Distance ; but that Excess will be lesser in
HCa till you come to F G > which will be equal to the
j^ Ural Distance , at present between A and B . The
fr otl °n at the same Time continuing in all the Particles
W*1^ t0
a^ move forwards , and the pre¬
tty1contracted Interval between H and I will succeed beflie all the rest, till it arrives to the Particle N , when
T .^ terval M N will be the same as at present is HI.
those Particles beyond N to S, will , by the preceding
3t\ -0’
Put tuto the same respective Distances , but in
Order , as those have between G and N . And
hr^ ole Series (now the String is atD )will have thelnof the Particles resembling those in the 4th Line.
The Chord not stopping at the Situation A D C,
^ ' 5°ing on towards ABC with a retarded Motion,
tC(Velocity of the contiguous Particle A will also be
t^ ^ d and become less than that of B ; upon which
^ " istance between them will be lessen’d,^ and the
l^ e so as the String approaches to B . Hence all the
V
n0W dilated beyond their natural State, will,
tojj
^ gtees , contract ; but gradually flower , till you
A to F , where the present largest Interval between
Ityg
will be found between F and G , and that bel»b n A and B will have acquired its natural Extent
t^le Chord is arrived at B . Then likewise the ParV ' ftom G toN will acquire the fame Situation as those
hijjg have between A and G ; and from N to S, the
as now is seen between G and N ; and from S for^sii
- S’ the fame as is now before the Particle N , the
being now the middle Point of Condensation ;
g tch is clearly seen in the 5th Line of the Figure.
Vp rh us the Condensation which began at A , by the
*5c0 art of the Vibration , was propagated to G by the
? by l ^ rom thence to N by the third, and lastly to
’*)goj e fourth Part of the whole Motion of the String
returning ; and this Extent of Air , thus
atedby the Chord in going and returning , is called
Q_ 2
by

Ns
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the Point of Percussion, as a Centra ^
concentric hollow Superficies or Shells of -d 'f.
which are not improperly called A^ rt
Pulses or Waves of Air: Analagous
^
■which are the circular Waves genera^
on the Surface of Water all around
Point where any Impression is made , isla '
Manner or Direction whatsoever (CHI)*

by Sir Isaac Newton a Wave or Pulse os Air. In fffi,
Wave the Particles from A to N are in a dilated d
and from N to X in a contracted or condensed
6
which two Parts of the Wave answer to the cor>c
and convex, or low and high Part of a watry
^
9. As the Chord goes on to make another Vi
it will not only continue to agitate the Air at W $
in Motion , but will spread the Pulsation of the
J
much .farther, and by the same Degrees as before , 0f
the like will happen after every compleat Vibr^ 1^
the String . Thus the Air being a fluid Body,
Impression made on any one Part affecting all
be
tides alike around it, ’tis plain, those Pulses ^
propagated in every Direction all around in coU0
Aerial Shells or spherical Waves of Air .
. jyfe'
10. That the Motion of the Pulses in an elalhc
dium is analagous to that of Waves generated in ^ jjjet
face of stagnant Water , is evident, when we c?n-^Jis'
that the Condensation of the Parts of the elaft lC' tj,e
dium is in Lieu of the Elevation -of the
clastic Force effects the fame in the Medium as pfi cS
does in the Water , and the densest Parts of
,ese'
correspond to the highest Parts of the Waves .
, ^
fore as there is so great an Affinity between ^
Phænomena , it will be requisite, before we
to explain the Nature and Properties of aqueous
,
which will therefore be shewn in the next Jnnofi {£ o>
Plate
(CIII ) 1. Sir Ijaac Nezvton explains the N a ^ fip
XXXII . Waves in Water after the following Manner .
aw
Fig -6,7.
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Pulses or Waves of Air are afThese
with the following Properties , viz.
^ed

I. They
C D be the Surface of Water quiescent in the upr'ght Legs K L , M N , of a recurved Tube . And if
Water be put into Motion , and ascends in the Leg
p L, to E F , it will descend in the Leg M NtoGH;
that EF = GH. Again , let P V be a Pendulumvi^ating in the Cycloid R P S ; its Length V P , from the
°*nt of Suspension to the Centre of Oscillation , is
?Hual to half the Length of the Water in the T ube ;
^ P be the lowest Point , and P Q^an Arch of the CycLid equal to the Altitude A E.
2. The Force by which the Water is alternately ac¬
celerated and retarded in its Motion in the Tube , is
Excess of the Weight of Water in either Leg above
vie Weight in the other ; and therefore when the Wa*er in the Leg K L ascends to E F , and in the other Leg
^scends to G H, that Force is equal to the Weight of
^e two equal Quantities of Water AEFB -f-CGHD
?~2AEFB ; and therefore is to the Weight of the whole
f ’Ater as E A to V P , or as P Q_to P R , because the
j ertii-cycloid P R is equal to the Length of the Pendu^ which describes it, from the Nature of the Curve,
p 3- Also the Power by which the Weight P is in any
. °int Q_ accelerated or retarded in the Cycloid, is to
Whole Weight as the Distance P Qfrom the lowest
j.°int P to the Length of the Semi-cycloid P R . Wherethe moving Forces of the Water and Pendulum , deCr ibing equal Spaces AE , PQ _, are as the Weights to be
^Ved ; and therefore, if the Water and Pendulum are
?*■first quiescent, those Powers will move them equally
^ Equal Times , and cause that they go forwards and
^kwards together , with a reciprocal. Motion . AH
is easily deduced from what has been said of the
ature of the Cycloid, the Motion of heavy Bodies,
M the Forces of Bodies in Motion.
i 4- Hence it follows, that whether the Distance AE
^ great or small, the Reciprocations of the Water will
in equal Times . Also it follows, that
. 'r.e performed
of the Water be 78,4 Inches, each
Length
'■sie whole
^ eci0.3 ,
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I . ‘They are propagated all around in d
spherical undulatory Manner as (

I said but

now ;) and that not only from the tremU'
Jous Body, but from the Holes in an/
Obstacles they meet with : Whence ^
comes to pass, that one and the same Sound
10}
Reciprocation , or Ascent and Descent of the Wst er’
will be performed in one Second of Time ; because 3
Pendulum of half that Length vibrates in that Th®e!
Lastly , If the Length of the aqueous Canal be increaf®
or diminished , the Time of each Reciprocation wist ®
increased or diminished in the subduplicate Ratio ofso 6

Plate
XXXII.
Fig . 8.

Length.

5 . When the Nature of Waves in Water is con60 ®^
ed, it will be found to agree very nearly with the
tion of the Water in the Tube above mentioned ;
consequently their Motion will be similar to that of
Pendulum . For let E F G represent the level Surfe0^
of Water when it is not agitated so as to pro
nrodue
Waves ; when it is thus agitated , let A , B , C , D?
present the wavy Surface ' A , C , the highest Parts
the Waves ; and B , D , the lowest or concave
Then ’tis evident 'the Weight of the Water at A ab^
F G will cause it to descend as far below the L eve n(;
B ; and with the Motion acquired by that Deso®
it will again ascend to the same Height C , and so PF,
duce a cpnftant Succession of Waves in the watry °
face , after the same Manner as was shewn in the Tu £
6. Hence it follows, that, because the Length j.
the whole Water to be moved is from the highest F
A to the lowest Point B , if the Length of a Pendu ^
be 4 AB , it will oscillate once while the FVa te.r j |l
scends from A to B ; and in another Oscillation , st '!>
ascend from B to C , and so on . So that a Wave ^
pass thro5its whole Length in the Time of two OM j
tions ; and therefore in the Time of one QscillaU ?,
N Pendulum four Times as long , or equal to A^B ^W. e

Of Winds and Sounds.
^ay be heard by several Persons, in any dif^rent Situations with respect to the soundmg Body, if not at too great a Distance.
II . Phe Denfity of these aerial Pulses de¬
ereases, as the Squares of the Distances from
the sounding Body increase: Eor since the
^orce or Motion in each Shell is the fame,
lt must decrease as the Number of Particles
^creases in each Shell : But this Number
°f Particles is as the Superficies of the
^hell, which is as the Squares of the Dia¬
meter or Semidiaiueter of the Sphere , that
ls> as the Distance from the sounding Bo¬
dy. Hence the Distinction of Sounds in¬
to loud and low, strong and weak, according
*s we are nearer to, or farther from , the
sounding
7- Whence because ABC in very large and wide
leaves is nearly equal to the Brfeadth A C ; therefore
'''hen the Waves are 39,2 Inches broad, they will un¬
gulate in one Second of Time ; and consequently since
she Times of all the Undulations are equal, there will
°e 39,2X60 = 2352 Inches , or 196 Feet run thro’ by
j_Wave in one Minute , which is 11760 Fee.t ^rr Hour.
thnce also the Velocity of greater or lesser Waves will
. increased or diminished in the subduplicate Proportl °n of their Breadth ; that is, if V = Velocity of
of the
=
and v Velocity
tile greater Waves ABCD,
hffer Waves a, b, c, d, e, f, c & . then it will be V ;
: \ / a ,c. Because the Velocities and
\/AC
* "ties of Bodies moved in any Manner by Gravity , are
Pr°portional to the square Roots of the perpendicular
'latitudes ; and those Altitudes are as the Lengths of
endulums, and therefore as the Breadth of Wav,esP

J

0,4
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founding Body, The utmost Limits
audible Sounds are about 180 or 200 Mies.

<civ>

III . M
Plate
XXXIII.

fig - 4-

(CIV ) 1. Let ABC

represent the sonorous Bod/*

by the tremulous Motion of its Parts , it will agit at®
the Air contiguous to every Point as A, where it wiH
be condensed to a certain small Distance , and make U
Pulse or Wave of Air in the Manner as has been large¬
ly strewn (Annotation CII ). The first Wave or Pu*‘e
will by its elastic Power in expanding itself produce a

Second, that a Third , and so on ; till the imprests
Motion be diffused thro’ too large a Quantity of Air ta
be any longer sensible.
2. The Quantity of 'Motion produced by each Tre¬
mor of the sonorous Body, being communicated succy'
lively to larger Portions of Air , the Part thereof whff"
each Particle will acquire will constantly decrease
This Decrement of the Motion will be as the Incre¬
ment of the Number of Particles , which is as the Su¬
perficies of the spherical Shell ; and since all Supe*-'
fides are as the Squares of their Diameters or Semi-d,a"
meters, therefore the Force in the Particles of I'1
Wave or Shell at D is to that in the Particles of ^ e.
Shell at F as.AF 2 to AD «s that is, the Force of S° u11
decreases as the Squares of the Distances increase.
3. It is plain, the Distance to which Sounds rnaJ
be heard will be proportional to the Magnitude or I*V
tensity of the Stroke made on the tremulous
emitting the Sound ; for the greater that Stroke is,
greater will . be the Agitation of the Parts of the so p0'
sous Body, and of course the greater will be the Fo^
with which they will strike the Particles of Air . Lartip
the greater Force is upon the Air , the more fironA7
will it he condensed and expanded ; hence the gr eawill be the Stroke at any given Distance on the Drff
of the Ear , and consequently the greater will be tfieD
stance at which the Agitation of the Air will be felfi "
4. rThe
Experiments
are numerous
bv
which
st c
^
,
1 . 0
1 •
, , ,
J
-r ^ - ^ nre 01
been found, that Sound is audible to the Dist ance

50,
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^ 1- All the Pulses, ■:whether denser or rarer ,
f>
^ Ue with equal Velocities: This Sir Isaac
ffton has demonstrated a priori, and alj, that this Velocity is at the rate of 1142
eet in
one Second of Time ; which most
agrees with the repeated and most
ivCu tate Experiments pf the late Reverend
Pier ham. The
Velocity of Sound is
^efore near thirteen times as great as
*t of the strongest Wind : And since it
a. t
necessarily increase with the Air ’s Elait will be greatest in Summer
, eri the Air is most heated , and vice versa
^the Winter : Also, as the Motion of the
conspires with , or is contrary to

S.

^ °f Sound , thp Velocity of Sound will,
[j,. lri some small Degree augmented
or dijj.'^ siied thereby , though not discernible
Experiments.
The Interval or Distance of the
i^Pess rom each other is the fame among all
jiiT Qre exciied by the fame Stroke: For
Ce each Pulse is caused by a single Vi -^
bration
th^° ’ or Miles
; But Dr . Hearn , Physician
hing of Sweden, tells us, that at the Bombard-.
Aolmia, A. D. 165B, the Sound was heard to
Vsnce
^
of 30 Swedijb Miles , which make 180 of
f i)
*n hie Fight between England and Holland,
y«/e‘ I^72, the Noise of the Guns was heard even in
5Which cannot be less than 200 Miles.
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bration of the sounding Body, and
they all move with equal and uniform
locities, ’tis plain they must succeed
other at Intervals proportioned to the 'f 1^
of the Vibrations : but the Times of 1
Vibrations of the fame Body are all edl’a. 5
consequently , the Intervals of the
will be so too (CV),

^

(CV ) i . Sir Isaac Newton and other Mathe
clans have shewn (in a Method too prolix and iflt ^
to be here repeated) that if a Pehdulum were coo^ ^ e'
whose Length was equal to the Height of an h0® As
neal Atmosphere, whose Density is every
fame with that of the Air upon the Surface of the 0iie
in the fame Time that such a Pendulum wa ^^ S’
whole Oscillation in going forwards and hack cc
the Wave or Pulse of Air will pass through 3
equal to the Circumference of a Circle describe
L Radius

equal

to the said Pendulum

0('

2. Therefore while the Pendulum makes hal^
dilation , or one single Vibration , the Pulse W>
through a Space equal so half the Circu ® ^ yjrfl?
Whepce the Space described by the Pulse in th
of a Vibration

is to the Length of the Pendulu

cll iiV

Semi-circumference to the Radius, or as the (0 11
ference to the Diameter , that is, as 3,i 4i -59 fed’
Now the Length of such a Pendulum is 3oI ^ a|ceS^
(as we have elsewhere strewn) but Sir lfr aC . Tf
29725 Feet , whose Measure we shall here foU° ^ J*
Circumference of a Circle whose Radius is *1 pid*
186768, the half whereof is 93384
a
pastes through in one single Vibration : But s®^ , 311
1
dulum 39,2 oscillates in 'the Time of one 8cc ^ >>■
the Times of Oscillation in different Pendum' ^ (jitthe Subduplicate Ratio of their Lengths ; there
fas.
i"
m 2 97_25_Feet we have 356700 Inches, we
^ 39=2 : V/356700 :: i : 95| Seconds.
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The aerial Puses are propagated toge -,
in great Numbers from different Bodies
'without

ft;

at Time the Pulse passes over 93384 Feet ; conser ntly> 951 : 93384 :: I '• 979 Feet == Space pass’d
°ugh by a Pulse in one Second of Time.
tyF This then would be the Velocity of the Pulses,
{\ij5re the Particles of Air so very small as that their
LSnitude flxould bear no sensible Proportion to the
Hoetvals between them ; and also if the Medium had
Admixture of any other Particles but those of pure
Of; Neither of which is the Cafe ; for the Particles
are so gross that they will not pass through the^ es of Glass any more than Water ; and Sir Isaac
\f° n supposes them to be of the fame Magnitude
d the Particles of Water or Salt. If this be so, let
Diameter of the Particles , S — Space or Interval
CeWe en them ; then will S -f D = Distance of the
ft Jlf reg0f the Particles . Let N = Number of Particles
ftde Side of a Cube of Air, then will N S -{- N D =
°f the Cube.
if, Again, let M — Number of Particles of Water
fte o 8>de of an equal Cube , and M D — Side of
^ Uuhe of Water ; whence NSstND
^ MD,
if the Density of Air be to that of Water as 1 to
’ We ftall have 1 : A :: N 3M
: 3; whence 1 : A 3: :

N >ltyr
i
. . ’ ^ j consequently, M — N A 3. Wherefore since
Is

^Hnd

= md

= ND A 3,, it will be S + D

therefore D : S
A J, and 8 — D X A 31—
M _ . 1 ; whence D ; S X D :: 1 : A S
.S> If therefore A
860, ( as we have shewn) then
A ^
^
Vk" 9 nearly ; if we put A — 1000, then A 310.
—
ib; ®nce D ; S + D :: 1 : 9, or as 1 : iq ; whence the
fte Eter
>
of a Particle of Air will in such Cafe be to
fit}C£ nt®
rv al between the Particles as x to 8 or 9. And
the Motion is instantaneous through the solid Par¬
ticles
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•without Dijiurbance or Confusion;as
is
dent from Concerts of Musical Instruinest ts’
where divers Sounds , of different Inter vaf
Also

deles of Air, and they make up - or - Part of ^
whole -Space 979 Feet pafs’d through in one Secofl
a Pulse, therefore to allow for this we must add - ' T'*’
“ -

iog Feet to the former Sum; that is, 979 -p
1088 Feet , for the Velocity of Sound per Second- ^
6. But since the Atmosphere consists not of Puf5, Asi
but has an Admixture of Vapours of a different B 0{
city and Tone ; these Vapours will not partici?^ ;
the Motion of pure Air , by which Sound is prop^Sso 1
in like manner as an elastic String, if struck,
move another very near it, unless it be under
Degree of Tension , and of the fame Tone . * jifore the Quantity of Air producing Sound must " ^
minifh ’d in Proportion to the Quantity of Vapo^1"’^ $
given Space ; in which Sir Isaac supposes the A>r
the Vapour as 10 to 1. Whence the Air and s jl‘
together in a given Space is to the pure Ait
to Jto.
. W
7. But the Velocity of the Pulses will increase
Subduplicate Ratio of the diminifli’d Quantity °‘to 1°>
-0,
ter , that is, in the Subduplicate Ratio of I 1 fa 8*/ !>»
or in the entire Ratio of 21 to 20, ( as he has
^
Princip. Prop . 48 . Lib . II .) Therefore , if fgc ^f
As 20 : 21 :: 1088 : 1142 ; whence the real y e\f c
of Sound thus investigated from the Nature of e^e
Air by our great Author , is at length found t0
the Rate of 1142 Feetprr Second.
rsfr&rf
8. The Truth and Accuracy of this noble pfK
have been sufficiently confirm’d by Experiments’ 0
cularly,. those made by the late Rev. Dr .
v-'i
which I shall give some Account by and by >
first lay before the Reader a View .of the dist^ ^ pjjieP
piates made of the Velocity of Sound by several
Philosophers, as in the Table following,
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^nd various Coincidences ,
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strike the Ear

^ once , yet with Distinctness and agreeConsonance.
Vl . ss/je Particles
'
of Air , and consequently
Pulses, striking against an Obstacle, will
Le
restisied back under an Angle equal to that

the

°f
Feet

The Honourable Mr . Roberts,
The Honourable Mr . Boyle,
Mr . Walker, '
•Mersertnus
,
The Academy at Florence,
Royal Academy at Paris,
Sir Isaac Newton, Flamjiead,
^ Halley, and Derham,

per Second.
' 1300
, 1200

*338
1474

1148
1172
1142

.9 - As no Man ever had a better Opportunity , so
could improve it with greater Diligence , Assiduity,
{J*Accuracy, in determining and settling the various
k nomena
^
of Sounds, than the so often celebrated
‘lofopher last mentioned. He proved by Experiments
{j “e by the Strokes of a Hammer , and the Exploof a Gun at the fame time, at the Distance of a
that the Velocity of Sounds produced from diff, rent Bodies was the fame, or came to his Ear in the
^ Time.
so/0' ^ bat the Motion of Sound was equable and uni’se 'r °r t^at P'*• aTs’d through Spaces proportional to
t[j £ *mes’ be found by various Experiments made by
Explosion of Guns at different Distances, as aphy the following Table which he has given us :
q uere the first Column shews the Places at which the
0f Uns were

fired ; the second the Number

of Vibrations

vs an Half -Second Pendulum ; the third the Distance
by ^ Places in Miles and decimal Parts , as measured
by / r'g°nometry ; the fourth the Distances measured
op leelogity
^
of Sound, admitting it to be at the Rate
°ne Mile every g|- Half-Seconds.
At-

Of Winds and Sounds;
of Incidence; in the same planner as
be shewn in regard to the Rays of Ligh *-'
Hence a Repetition of the Sound, heard by

*<

dire#

At Hornchurcb Church,
North Qkendon Church,
Upminjler Mill,

Little

Warley

Church,

Rainham Church,
Alvel Mill,
DagenhaM Mill,
South Weal Church,
East shorn don Church
Harking Church,

Guns at Blackheaih,

— 0,9875 —
2,0°^
2,004
- 2,4
1
— 2,97
— 3,0
—
3>59
— 3>58
~ 3.58 — 3’51
— 3>85 — z,7?
— 4.59
— 5>°9 — $’°1
— 7,6*
— 7,7
—
— 12,5

9
-84.
s 2zf 7
123 j ■
27s
ZZh
33
35
45
46s
7°i

116

If

■ by
11. The great Exactness of measuring Distances^
Sounds appears from the above Table , as well as f
Equability of the Motion ; but to render this Ma£^ %
still more certain and indisputable, the Doctor too
Journey to Foulness Sands on the Coast of EJsex,^
^
form a large smooth Plain for Miles . On this Pl alRuJl
measured 6 Miles in a right Line , and causing a ^js
to be fired at the End of each Mile , he found th&£
former Observations were very just and true , and
Sound pafs’d the first Mile in 9J Half Seconds, J
Miles in i8 », three Miles in 271, and so on to the
of the six.
c{
12. The Academia del Cimento made Experiment.
this Sort, from whence they concluded, that the
city of Sounds was so far equable, as not to be acc^ t
rated or retarded by conspiring or adverse Winds ; ^
in this they led themselves and many others into a 8 0
Mistake, which was owing to their firing Guns a
near a Distance ; for in great Distances the DinfL 0(
is sensible, as will appear by the following
many Experiments which the Doctor made on the
fired at Blackheath, at the Distance ' of twelve
from his House at Upminjler.
p- el).
1704-

■Ji

U
It

\

\

M

h

tf
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£t Pulses, will be made by those which
reflected ; which is what we call aa
<lhe
D.

H.

Vib

rat.

6 to 12 N .— f I20 iJ 122 j
—
I 19 * ~
1ju 21’ n * M —
113 —
'War.$0. 10 M.
■Apr. 2.
ii 4i~
8J pM. —
ii6j —
3- ' 10 M. —
—
5- 1 pM. — rn
—
120 —
13- 81 M.
116 —
24. 5 P M- —
—
pM.
61
f
115 ~
V . n .—
nSl I7
112 —
ioj -M. —
29_
0 -S. 6. 10 M. -117 —
-115 —
^W . 30. Noon
‘ 116 —
^ ‘b. 15. 11-M.
116 —
M.
'.JL , „ 1f ist
^0<v.2g, 1( Noon
—
118 —
—
—
1 13
^eb, j. Noon
' Pei- lZ-

Wind.
N . E . by E . I
E. 2
8. W . 7
S. by W . 1
S. 4
8. W . by W . 7
N . by E . 2
S. W . by W. 0
W. 1
W . by N . 2
8. 8. W . 6
E . S. E . 1, 2
8. S. W . 4
S. by W . 1
S. W . 0
S. W , by 8. 1

8. W. by W. 4 ’

the first Column of this Table M denotes the
pM the Afernoon , and N Night : Also the
I , 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6 , 7, affixed to the Points of the

4f j W the third Column , denote the several Degrees
Mw ren gth with which the Wind blew at the Time
Experiments were made. From this Table
ij
*3 Vp/F to observe, that in this large Distance ( of near
VeIocity of Sound is sensibly affected
N 1tb )
1 Current of the Air or Wind ; for since Black¬

'sj

, we fee that
nearS. WbyW. from Upminjier

”fiil ^ 5) 1705, when there was a strong Wind con\J » 'yith Sound, it came in in Half -Seconds;
as in Feb, 13 , 1704, when the Wind was dic°ntrary , though but a gentle one, the Sound
NrItlUP no less than 120 and 122 Half-Seconds in
7

rhe fame Distance . The fame is confirmed also

A xPerirnent on dpril 13, 1705.

n d it is farther observable , that the Acceleration
■
^ depends on the Strengtli of the Wiind ; for on
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dnd

Bounds.
ll

'The

Locus

or audible Place of Sound, ^

be there where the Particles of Air hrll

g1*

jfpril 24 , 1705, a S. W . by W . Wind in the gj
Degree permitted the Sound to arrive in 116 Hab'

conds ; the fame Wind on Feb. 4 , 1706, biowingff jf,
4 Degrees of Strength , brought the Sound in 113
Seconds ; and on April 5, 1705, the fame Wind if.
7 Degrees of Strength brought the Sound in lit ^ o))
Seconds. The Winds which blow transversely C^Jo^
April p,, Feb. 15, . 1705. ) seem not to affect the js>
city of Sound, it passing then in 116 Half -Se^?
which is mean Velocity , as appears by the former 1
in Article 10.
15. The greatest Difference we here observe ifi 0{
Velocity of Sound, with or against the Wind , Is Lj?
II Half -Seccnds, or 51 Seconds ; whence 1142 X 5’' ^
6201 Feet , which is somewhat more than a M1
5280 Feet ; and therefore for every 10 Miles
allow Half a Mile , or 2640 Feet , when the
blows strongly against the Sound, and deduct f
when it sets with it ; and so in Proportion s il>
^
other Distance .- See a late Discourse on this Suhr ^ 7
a Treatise entitled , Observations Ajlronomiques ^
stques, jar Don George suan et Don Antoine Dt U, $
16. The Velocity of Sound being determine ’ $ j
Intervals of the Pulses are known by finding
Vibrations the sounding Body performs in one d gjv
Thus D . Sauveur found by Experiments , that
Pipe, whose Length was about 5 Paris Feet,
fame Tone with a Str
String that vibrates forwctd^
backwards 100-times in a Second ; consequents
consequently’’ us
Pulses made by sounding such a Pipe, there at? f
iop in the Space of 1142 Feet , or 1070 of
f cC
i
therefore a single Pulse occupies the Space of if ^° 1>0
English, or 10s Feet of Paris ; so that the fflf'
the Pulse was about twice the Length of * pvtfeS
Whence it is probable, that the Lengths of w1®
excited by the founding of open Pipes are in a 1_.
equal to twice the Length of the Pipes,
^
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to diffuse themselves in Form of Waves.

Thus a Person speaking in one End of a
Tube, or Trumpet, will be heard as speaklng from the other. And as in the Cafe
Light, we fee the Image of an Object
aWays in the Direction of the reflected
^ay ; so in Echoes, we hear a Person speak
^ the Place from whence the reflected
*^ave comes to the Ear (CVI).
Because
17- This was farther confirmed by the fame Gentle. ^ by another Experiment he made afterwards, in
j ^ ch he found that an openPipe of about two/W/r Feet
? Length , was in Unison with a String which vibrated
0t^ards and backwards 243 times in a Second ; where¬
forei £Z^ _ 4| nearly : that is, the Length of a Pulse
to 243
1
ofas about 4 ! Feet of Paris, or nearly twice the Length
the

Pipe
_ In order to account for the Nature of
t (,CVl ), >•

tOEs, we must consider, that Sound is perceived as
?fiug from that Place, from which , as a Centre , the

Cf

fj ‘es are propagated. This is well known by Expefsetlce : But to illustrate this Matter , Igt A be the Centre Plate
ftr4 "^ ence any Sound is directly propagated, and XXXII.
df * es against any plain Obstacle C B, sufficiently large; Fiis . g
so(V AF perpendicular to B C , and produce it to H,
aat it may be A Far F H ; the Sound reflected will
Perceived as coming from the Point H.
then *'°r * et AB be the incident Ray, impinging against
^ j^ ^stacle B C in the Point E ; from E draw the Ray
eqsj in such a manner that the Angle CED may be
% a t0 ^ le Angle EF A, or that the Angle of Incitojj^ ^ ay be equal to the Angle of Reflection ; then
dnc D
be the reflected Ray of Sound, and, if prospEi , will pass through the Point H ; for the Angle
- ^- CEDccFEA.
Therefore
in the Triangles
°I-. II.
R
AFE
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Because the Sound is stronger in P*-0portion as the Air is denser, it must
A F E and E F H , since the Angles of one are resp6^'
tively equal to the Angles of the other, and the Sid
F E common to both , the Sides of one Triangle
be respectively equal to the Sides of the other , aIE
therefore HF - AF ; wherefore the reflex Souh
will be heard by a Person at D , as coming from ttie
Point H.
3. As the Place of the Auditor or Point D approach
towards A, the Cafe will constantly be the fame vrd
Respect to the Centre of Sound H ; the Triaslg'^
will still be equal, and all their Angles and Sides
fpectively ; therefore when D coincides with A, .
reflex Sound, or Echo , will be heard from the P° ,rl
^
H ; which was to be demonstrated.
4. The fame Sound therefore is heard twice by ®
Auditor at D ; first by the direct Ray A D , and second/
by the reflex Ray A E D ; provided the Difference b
tween AD and A ED be sufficiently great, that *
direct and reflex Sound do not in the same sensibleA .
ment of Time affect the Ear : For if the reflex Squ ^
arrives at the Ear before the Impression of the d!^
Sound ceases, the Sound will not be double, only re
I(J
der’d more intense.
5. We know by Experience , if more than 9 °r jjj
Syllables are pronounced in a Second, the Sounds v’
not be distinct and articulate ; therefore,,that the reI j
Sound may not be confounded with the direct SoUjl j
there ought to be at least the 9th Part of a SeC °j
between the Times of their Appulfe to the Ear . # ug0f
the 9th Part of a Second Sounds run through the Sp aC
—

=

127

Feet ; the Difference therefore

be

tvV

must not be less than 12.7 Feet,
. of
6. Hence also it follows, that a Person speakings
uttering a Sentence in A aloud, in order to obsess
Echo by Reflection from the Obstacle B C, oU^^ aiid
A ?) and AED

the Echo to be distinctly heard in D .
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W , that the Voice passing through a Tube
°r Trumpet must be greatly augmented by
the
ftand at least 73 or 74 Feet from it, that is, AF —74.

*hd since, at the common Rate of Speaking, we pro-

^Qunce not above 3’- Syllables per Second (or read more
jl' an 20 Lines of Englijh Poetry per Minute ) therefore
hat the Echo may return just as soon as the three Syl-

are exprefs’d, we must have twice AF equal to
jhove 1000 Feet ; or the Speaker must stand about 500
?et from the Obstacle B C ; and so in Proportion for
other Number of Syllables.
7- In all the Experiments which Dr . Derbarn made
^' th the Guns at Blackbeath, there was always a Re¬
duplication of the Sound, particularly the first in the
?fe going Table , on February 13, 1704 ; where the
,re ct Sound came first in 120 HalfSeconds, and the
Sound or Echo in 122 Half- Seconds. The Diffr ence in Time , being a whole Second,
shews the Echo'
P^fa’d over 1142 Feet more than the direct Sound ;
Jjd that therefore the Phonocamptic Obje£i, or Obstacle
o’hch reflected the Sound, was very probably near the
^Uns • since after the Pulses had pafs’d a great way;
. ey Would have been too weak, when reflected; to have
j Uae an Echo as strong or stronger than the direct
u^nd, as the Doctor always found it was;
jj 8 . By some Experiments which he made
on Guns
on the River Thames, between Deptford and Gucy ' Point, he observed the Sound was not only doubut tripled , quadrupled , and sometimes repeated
more times, and each succeeding Echo was loudef
louder ; and often when he heard those Fragors of
^ ^ Guns , he observed a Murmur aloft in the Air,
dually if the Heavens were quiet and serene : And
e Pulses of Air he has observed to strike against a
of 1 d ^ ud, and produce in it a Murmur for the Space
J * - From hence he adjudged, that those Murmurs
in j"Air proceed from the vaporous Particles suspended
Atmosphere which resist the Undulations of
*Wes

R 5,

Sound,
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the constant Reflection and Agitatiost
the Air through the Length of the Tube>

by

Sound, and reverberate them to the Ear of the Ob'
server, in the Manner of indefinite Echoes.
9. Among the many pleasant and ludicrous Phseff®'
, or rep e3
men a Of Echoes,, those which are Palyphonous
divers Syllables or Sounds distinctly, and are therefos
call’d Tautological or Prattling Echoes, afford the m0'^
curious Amusement .. Of these there are several re'
markable in different Parts of the World , and parUcU'
larly here in England ; concerning which I refer t*1
uno®
Reader to Harris 's or Chambers's Dictionary
^ ’
GramM
Philosophical
my
the Word Echo, or to
10. Nor is this merry Phænomenon of Sound vfitb'
out its Use ; for by means of an Echo you may r°e^
sure inaccessible Distances, the Width of large Rivets
Dr . Derham standing upon the Bank of®
&c. Thus
Thames, opposite to Woolwich, observed that the Ec
of a single Sound was reflected back from the Ho" ,
in 6 Half-Seconds, or 3 Seconds ;, consequent ' *
1142 X 3 = 3426 Feet : the Half of which , viz.
Feet , is the Breadth of the River there ; which is 1110
0f
than a Quarter of a Mile, or 1320 Feet .
11. After the fame manner we find the Meases®.
any Depth , as that of a Well for Instance . To do ® 1
let a ~ Space an heavy Body falls freely in one SeC° ^
through which Sound moves ^
—
of Time , b Space
given in Seconds ^
—
the fame Time , and c Time
the first Descent of the Stone to the hearing
^
Sound, and * = Depth of the Well required .
to find how long the Stone is in desceI^/»
12. Then
ing to the Bottom of the Well , say, As a : * :: l> *'
of the Time t in which the DefceJ1
= —=
a Square
J* e
made, because the Spaces described by falling
as the Squares of the Times , (Anmt, XXV ’IO ^
fore

,=y

ar.
*3-

Ag»

irl*

Os
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, and its Action
hJ which it is condensed
on the external Air greatly increased at its
Exit
13- Again , to find the Time

t in which the

= ~b =
**°Und ascends, fay, As b : x :: i" : t" the
^me sought in Seconds ; but t f- - 1 =: c —
'V'i therefore x + b / — zzbc. But b / _ _ _ _ ^ a
—v a \ /a
and since * is the Square of \/x, the foregoing
j
S a Quadratic Equation ; and, by compleating the
bb
bb
_
, b
,
8n„
^ bc=
?«are, we have - + —
14 « 4a
a
Iv
ii (by putting s s ~ hb + 4 a b c).
Whence extracting the Roots on each Side we have \ / x

- =z, that is, V~ /= — ■= * But
— —± —S
2^ a
a
a
^nnot be a negative Quantity ; and therefore it can—b f- - s
_
— b— s
_
iim,
must be J x -=
°*he J x —-but
+

v 2

^

•‘■V

8

a

— the Depth of the Well retherefore x ~
4«
„.
^Uired.
. ^4- No «r « = 16,122 Feet , and b~ 1142 ; whence
64,488 , and bb — 1304164 ; also 4 a b~ 73646 j
we suppose c— 10" , then 4 abt— 736460, and
j
;
—
i '\ ' 4-ab < ~ s s — 2040624 . Whence s 1428,5
=
^ *— b— 286,5 ; and s — b 82082,25
;
ro x or
—
antly - ^ 1273
a
>4
S t2 73 Feet.
s— b

we
*5* Since x —-

4«

,

R3

.

Const¬

the Depth of the Well

s— b

shall

have s/*

—7=»
a
and
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Exit from the Tube ; which from hence
is call’d the Stentorophonic “Tube, or Speak*
ing-Trumpet.
For

the

fame Reason ,

those Funnel

like Instruments , which gather the larger
and more languid Waves of Air , do greatly
condense them , and heighten their Po^ f
and Action on the Drum of the Ear ; hy
which means Voices and Sounds are render ’d Jirong , loud, and audible, which we sg
not so before to a deafen ’d Ear ; and hen ce
these Instruments come to be call’d 0t a'
coujlics.
I SHALL only observe, in regard of th°^
Instruments which magnify Sounds , asta
aflist the Hearing , that the longer they
the greater is their Effect ; and that of a
the Forms or Shapes , none is so good
that derived from the Revolution of the
garitBI^
and

thereforev 'T.
:^7 ^ divid£«- by v/ -

t'T

that 15'

i

— 8,89 Seconds, the Tiai e
2- a- «
32,24
*
the Stone’s Descent to the Bottom of the Well.
*rt . 12.)

*

s^ b

16. The Time of the Sound’s Ascent is -g= " '

— MI of a Second.

73646

= 10", the whole Time ,

as it

But 8,"89 + 1?

ought to be.
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about its Axis.
From

(CVII ) I . The Stentoropbmic Tube, or Speaking- Plate
is used for magnifying of Sound, particularly XXXIII.
that of Speech, and thus causing it to be heard at a F ’g. 5*
great Distance ; how it does this will be easy to under¬
hand from the Structure thereof. Let ABC be the
Fube , BD the Axis , and B the Mou h-Fiece for con¬
veying the Voice to the Tube.
Trumpet,

2 . Then

’tis evident

when

a Person speaks at B in

the Trumpet the whole Force of his Voice is spent up¬
set the Air contained in the Tube , which will be agi¬
tated thro ’ the whole Length of the Tube ; and by vat' ous Reflections from the Side of the Tube to the Axis,

the Air along the middle Part of the Tube will be
greatly condensed, and its Momentum proportion ably in¬

cased ,

so

that when it comes to agitate the Air at the

rOrifi ce of the Tube AC , its Force will be as much
greater than what it would have been without the Tube,
Surface of a Sphere, whose Radius is equal to
as the
^he Length of the Tube , is greater than the Surface of
’■he Segment of such a Sphere whose Base is the Orifice
of the Tube.

Z. For a Person speaking at B, without the Tube,

'sell have the Force of his Voice spent in exciting conCe ntric Superficies of Air all around the Point B ; and
''’hen thole Superficies or Pulses of Air are diffused as

af as D every way, ’tis plain the Force of the Voice
Jj'dl there be diffused through the whole Superficies of a
Phere whose Radius is BD ; but in the Trumpet it
'V'll be so confined, that at its Exit it will be diffused
, ugh so much of that spherical Surface of Air as corpifonds to the Orifice of the Tube . But since the
orce is given, its Intensity will be always inversely as
. e Number of Particles it has to move ; and therefore
se the Tube it will be to that without , as the Superfi^‘ Cs of such a Sphere to the Area of the large End
the Tube nearly.
j 4- To make this Matter yet plainer by Calculation ;
Et BD = 5 Feet , then will the Diameter of the
R 4 Sphere
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From the
Pulses

fourth Property of the aerid

we have the Origin of the various
Degrees

Sphere DE = io Feet , the Square of which is ioQ>
which multiplied by 0,7854 , gives 78,54 square Feet
for the Area of a great Cirle AHEFC . And there¬
fore4 times that Area, viz. 4X 78,54 = 314,16 = square
Feet in the Superficies of the Aerial Sphere. If nov^
the Diameter AC of the End of a Trumpet be one
Foot , its Area will be 0,7854 ; but , 7854 : 314,
:: 1 : 400 , therefore the Air at the Distance of B P
will be agitated by means of the Trumpet , with *
Force 400 times greater than by the bare Voice alone.
5. Again , ’tis farther evident how Instruments of
this Form assist the Hearing greatly ; for the weak an"
languid Pulses of Air being received by the large En“
of the Tube , and greatly multiplied and condensed b/
the tremulous Motion of the Parts of the Tube and A**j
agitated by them, are conveyed to the Ear by the fin**
End , and strike it with an Impetus as much gre-tet
than they would have done without it, as the Area 0
the small End at B is less than the Area of the large
End AL .
.
.
.
n- a
6. From what has been said, 'tis evident the En e£
of the Tube in magnifying Sound, either for speaking
or hearing, depends principally upon tfie Length of
Tube . But yet some Advantage may be derived
the particular Form or Shape thereof. Some very etpiI
nent Philosophers have proposed the Figure which *S
made by the Revolution of a Parabola about its A*1®
as the best of any ; where the Mouth -Piece is place
in the Focus of the Parabola, and consequently the »0^
norous Rays will be reflected parallel to the Axis of 41
Tube . See the Figure of such a Tube in Mus "e11
Ircek’s EJsai de Physique.j
.
7. But this parallel Reflection seems no way eflenti*^
to the magnifying of Sound ; on the contrary , *t
pears rather to hinder such an Effect, by preventing * ^
infinite Number of Reflections and Reciprocations ^
Sound, in which , according to Sir Isaac Newton, ^
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Agrees of what we call the Note , Tone,
°r Tune of Sounds, in regard of which
they
segmentation does principally consist. For all reci°cal Motion , in every Return , is augmented by its
(•ner ating Cause, which is here the tremulous Mob°n of the Parts of the Tube . Therefore in every
^Percussion from the Sides of the Tube , the Agifc'?i>s and Pulses of the confined Air must necessarily
^ ln creased; and consequently this Augmentation of
^ Impetus of the Pulses must be proportional to the
^mber of such Repercussions, and therefore to the
H^ gth of the Tube , and to such a Figure as is most
f jussive of them . Whence it appears, that the PaTrumpet is of all others the mojl unfit for this Pur■A instead of being the best.
t0®‘ But there is one Thing more which contributes
Augmentation of those Agitations of Air in the
f
and that is the Proportion which the several
tt°ft *ons of Air bear to each other when divided by
Inverse Sections, at very small but equal Distances,
tb One End of the Tube to the other. Thus let
rf0e several Divisions be made at the Points s, b, e, Plate
&c. in which let the Right Lines ah , bl , cm, xxxnr.
W. &c. be taken in Geometrical Proportion . Then Fig . 6.
s, fte Portions of Air contained between B and a,
b and c, c and d,c & . be very nearly in the
% e Proportion , as being in the same Ratio with their
O , ^ hen the Points of Division are indefinitely near
*et her.
But it has been shewn already, that when any
entity of Motion is communicated to a Series of
V' CBodies, it will receive the greatest Augmenta"'hen those Bodies are in Geometrical Proportion,
lip^ fore since the Force of the Voice is impress’d
an(i gradually propagated through a Series of
Portions of Air in a Geometrical Ratio to each
it shall receive the greatest Augmentation pol¬
io . Now

2ZO
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they are distinguished into low and high*
grave and acute, by Musicians call ’d
and Sharps. Now
the Tone of a Sou0
depends on the Time or Duration of ^
Stroke made on the Drum of the Ear,
Wave or Pulse of Air ; for as that is lottK^
or shorter, the Tone will be more gratvi
acute: And since all the Pulses move eqU^
ly swift , the Duration of a Stroke will
proportional to the Interval between 1 j
successive Pulses ; and consequently , a
10. Now since by Construdtion it is B a — ab j
— cd, c& . and also a k : b I :: bI : c m :: c n : d^
so on ; therefore the Points k, I, m, n, <?, p, q, r,
will in this Cafe form that Curve Line which is ci $
the Logarithmetic Curve: Consequently , a Tr u^ ;j
formed by the Revolution of this Curve about lts '^
will augment the Sound in a greater Degree tha*1
other figured Tube whatsoever.
11. But to shew the Reason of the Nature and
of this Curve , suppose the following Series of QF a!J , '
in Geometrical Progression, viz. «Q: a' : a1a: 1 • a j
&c.then it is plain the Ratio of a1to a” is i , d>e ^
tio of az to
is 2, the Ratio of a 3to a” is 3,
on
;7want
whence
it appears, that . the 4HUILC
Indices0 of
VI the
1\y°.
Terms express the Ratios of those Terms ^eveS 0v/"
the first,
are
therefore
~- j v and
their
Logarithms.
mvu
t-ns/f **•
. . . ^ [t
in the above-mentioned Figure we put the Or 1
ak — a hzz I , blv =. a ' — a, c m ~ d1~
a
a, & cwill the intercepted Parts of the AbsciJJis be B ^ ‘
B b — 2, B c zz 3 , &c. and therefore the Logos ’ to
Exponents of the Ratios of these several
the first or Unity . Hence the Curve which c01 .01
those Ordinates is called the Logarithmetical or Lo&J
Curve.
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■s More or less Grave or Acute in Proportion
io the Length of that Interval.
Hence it follows, that all the Sounds
r°m the loudest to the lowest^ which at£
®*cited by the Vibrations of the fame Bolikewise follows,
dy, are of one Lone. It
^at all those Bodies whose Parts perform
[Jjeir Vibrations in the fame or equal
^Mes , have the fame Tone : Also, those
®°dies which vibrate stowest have the gravest
those which vibrate
;
°r deepest Lone as
sickest have the stoarpest or strillest Lone.
The Times of the Vibrations of Must^ Strings , and consequently the Tones,
respect of the Length, the MagniVa*7 in
and the Lenston of those Strings . For
* two Strings AB , CD , are of the fame
:!*gnitude , and stretch ’d by equal Weights pi ate
F, have their Lengths as 2 to 1, the ■Xxxiv.
Fig- i.
, lines of their Vibrations will be in the
Hence the Number of Vibra4lhe Ratio .
iiO'
tts of the two Strings AB , CD , perfc
°rrn’d in the fame Time , will be inversely
y their Lengths ; or C D will make two
^rations , while AB performs one. The
j.^ rations of two such Strings will tlicre°re co-incide at every second of the lesser.
two Strings of the fame kind Fig. 2.
:
. Again If
Ab,
to I,
CD , have their Diameters as
and
2
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and are of equal Length , and tended b?
equal Weights E, F ; the 'Times of the V1'
brations will be as their Diameters, viz- aS
2 to i ; and so the Vibrations in a giveI1
Time , and the Co-incidences , as before.
Lastly

: If the Diameters and Length

of the Strings be equal, the Times of ™
Vibrations will be inversely as the
Roots of the Weights whichf retch them.
the Weights E and F be as I to 4
Plate
Square Roots of which are I and 2)
XXXVI.
the Times of Vibration in AB and Cf
FiS- 3will be"as 2 to 1. Hence in confruH 1^
fringed Infruments, as Spinets , HaR psI
chords

, Ve . a skilful Artist will

c01^

pound these Proportions of the Lens *
Diameter, and Tenson of the Strings to V *
great Advantage.
In Wind- Infiruments, as the FiV 1"^
, &c. where the Sound is made
the Vibration of a Column of elafic Ait" c0 ^

Organ

tain ’d in the Tube , the Time of
tion or Tone of the Instrument will
vary with the Length and Diameter °J
said Column of Air , and Force of the y l ^
which compresses it ; as it will be ea /
.^
observe from Experiments .
found
to
made
If one Body be
another , their Vibrations will co-incid
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Sounds.

!er a certain Interval ; and the shorter the
^erval of the Co- incidence , the more
^peeable is the Effect or Consonance to
Ear ; consequently , those which are
^ °ft frequent produce the most perfect Con°aance or Concord, as it is commonly called.
**Vn the Times of Vibration , therefore,
is most perfect
?re equal , the Concord
more agreeable than any other , and
is called Unison.
If the Times of Vibration are as I to 2,
Co- incidence will be at every second Vi¬
sion of the quickest , and so this is the
perfect Concord , and is what we com^ °nly call a Diapason , or Octave.
If the Times of the Vibration be as 2,
?. 3» the Co-incidence will be at every
*rd Vibration of the quickest ; which
.before is in the next Degree of Perfecor
l‘°n> and this is called a Diapente,
are
the Times of Vibration
Ij, Th. If
^ 3 to 4, the Co-incidence will be at every
^

of the lesser; and this is called the
^Tessaron, or Fourth . But this,
the next which follow in Order , are
so agreeable and pleasant to the judi-

Ear, and
°pcords.
!tes

Nor

are therefore called

are

there

ImperfeSi

above seven

in all the infinite Variety of Tones,
which
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which can, merit a Place in Musical Corns0”*
sitions, and they are exhibited in F/gPlate
XXXIV. which represents the Strings in an
of a Harpsichord , with the Semitones of
Half - Notes, called Flats and Sharps-,
which the natural Notes are made half *
Note lower or higher , as the Air of ^
Song or Music requires . And this is cahe
the Diatonic
Scale of Music.
In this Scale, the seven natural N° te5
are marked on the Keys by the seven I>et/
ters C, D, E, F, G, A, B. The first °\
which is call’d the Fundamental or K $'i>
the rest in Order are the Second Gre
the Lhird Greater, the Fourth Greater -, ^
Fifth , the Sixth Greater , the Seventh Gre^ ^
and then the Eighth , which begins the ne
Octave . Between these are interposed 1
five Semitones, viz. the Second Lefer , _ ^
*Third Lefer , the Fourth Lefer , the
j
Lefer , the Seventh Lefer. These
se veI
"3^
Tones and Semitones have the Lertgth s
the Strings adjusted from the Division of 1
MonochoRd

, or Line divided

into i ° °

1000 equal Parts , as is very easy to appr
hend from the Figure .
-r0
The Number of those Divisions-are
shewn for each String , by the first
of Numbers on the Strings ; the next
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fliew the Proportion of the -Length of
String to that of the Key, or Mono(^°rd ; and consequently the Number of
^rations of the Fundamental and each
Mng respectively, performed in the fame
tles

Ve.

v Ox these twelve Intervals or Ratios of
Osteal Sounds , the OBaves and Fifths are
^ffeSl Concords', the third Greater , third
. fler, the Greater and Lesser Sixth are
^PerfeSl Concords; the Greater Fourth , the
^0 Seconds, and two Sevenths are Discords ;
Fourth is in its own Nature a perfect
fcord, but lying between the Third and
•Eth, it cannot be used as such, but when
Ned with the Sixth , to which it stands
All Melody
^the Relation of a Third
. " Harmony
are compos ’d of these
, elve Notes ; for the Octaves above or
^ *°W are but the Replications of the fame
jNds in a higher or lower Tone . Meis the agreeable Succession of several
jv^ fical Sounds in any single Piece of Mu' as Harmony

is the Effect

of several

Of
those Pieces or Parts of Music play ’d to-

H,

er (GVIII ).
Harmo-

i. In order to account for the Motion and Plate
M]) ®°f an elastic String, or Musical Chord A B, it xXXIII.
e Proper to consider it as tended or stretched by a v ’
Weight ,
lg ' 7'

2Z6
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HARMONICALPROPORTIONisthatwhick

is between those Numbers which afligst *

I.coL>b-

Weight , as F , according to its Length , and draWfl°
of its right lin ’d Position A B, into an oblique P0*1'^
A D B, *by another Weight , as E . The former
be call’d the Tending Force, and the latter the Inft*
t[,e
Force.
2. Now since the Tending Force F acts upon
String in the Direction D B, it may be represents s
the Line C D, which Line or Force may be rew
into two others, viz. CB and C D ; of which
Jj
former draws the String horizontally from D to
the other acts in drawing the String directly Up^ .a,
from D to C . Therefore the Part of the Force 'r,. (0
acts in drawing the String perpendicularly upwards j? q
the whole Force as C D to D B ; or, by supposing ^
to be indefinitely small, as CD to CB ; becaui® ^
that Cafe DB — CB nearly. But the Force tV^
rg,
acts in drawing the String upwards is equal to
flecting Force , because they balance each other. *■ f
fore the Inflecting Force E is to the Tending F°s
n
FXCD
^ ^
-— — D.
—C
as CD to CB , or — B
3. Therefore , putting C D — S, and 2 C By^ ^
the Length of the String , we shall have " T "” '
hence it follows, that if F and L are given, un |
if the Tending Force and Length of the String te ^
j;
the fame, the Inflecting Force E will be always
is confirmed by £ xp er,!”.
This
Line CDiS.
For if AB be a Brass Wire 3 Feet long, st r<\ . if
{e
over the Pulley at B by a Weight F = 3 Poun
then E be first £ an Ounce , it will draw the
through C D = | of an Inch ; if E be an Ounc
will draw it through C D = * of an Inch ; and p jj
4. The String being drawn into the Position
has an Endeavour to return , which is call’d ^ . £jpg
>
tutive Force, and which re-acts against the

and
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•Lengths of Musical Intervals , or the Lengths

E Strings sounding Musical Notes ; and of
three
•
is..
r orce ; it must therefore be equal to it, and confeS^ently proportional to the Line C D , Wherefore the
^oint D is carried towards C with a Force every where
Proportional to the Distance or Space passed over. But
have strewn, that the Spaces passed by Bodies in
"lotion are as the Times and Velocities conjointly,
is, S : TV ; ( See Annotation XXII .) also that the
force of moving Bodies is as the Quantity of Matter
jfd
8 Velocity conjointly, viz. M — Q_V ; therefore
TMM = S Q . But in the present
or T
'p = V =
^-•ase Q_ is a given Quantity , therefore T M is as S ;
because it has also been strewn that M is as S in
si>e present Cafe of the String , therefore T , or the Time
ln

which the Vibrations are made, whether through

heater or smaller Spaces* is ever the fame, or a given
Quantity.
5- The Restituent Force of the String , as it acts
Jj'tough very small Spaces, may be looked upon as uni°rrn; and then the Motion generated in the String
be as the said Force and Time of its acting , that is,
: E T . Now in all Cafes it is M : Q_V. ; but here
t ls Oct D 1L , (supposing D = Diameter and
^ ength of the String ) therefore M : ET : D 2 L V,
13

consequently T :
Js

]

zj j y

E

but before, we had E ;

■
which substituted in tbe above Ratio gives ss

x tnereV
_ _
.
_
— . But (since S : T V ) we have ^S ' T
D l L’
so.
ire -p
i that is, F T 2 DT. therefore F
FT
DL
L
th2 Time of
I ha'
f t consequently, T : £7
he String
9 fballon is as the Diamiti at \d T,; ngth of
Ci'i / tV if ) ,
S
VOL. II .
E- V
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three Numbers it is, when the Firji is to thi
'Third , as the Difference between the Fr 'ft
directly, and as the Square Root of the Tending Force&
verfely.„
•
6. Hence if D and F be given, T is as L ; that >•
if the Diameter of the String and its Tending f° rC
continue the fame, the Time of a Vibration will f f
with the Length of the String, or be always proportff
to it. Thus
\ of the Monochord vibrates in Jr °* , e
Time that it does, which is called an Octave;of ^ O
Monochord vibrates in ~ of the Time , and is called
Fifth vibrates
; |
in | of the Time , and is called
Fourth, and so on .
_ .
7. If F and L be given, T is as D ; that is, id^h
Tending Force and Length of the String remain
fame, the Time of a Vibration will vary with, ana
proportional to, the Diameter of the String.
%
8. If D and L be given, then T is inversely as r ’
that is, if the Diameter and Length of the String p
given, then the Time of a Vibration will be as the SqUa
Roots of the Tendhig Force. ,
9. Now as the Tone of a String depends entity
upon the Time of a Vibration , it is easy to underft an ’
that whatever the founding Body be, or how tr>a^
soever there be together , if when they emit a Sound
Vibrations in each are of the fame Duration , they 'f 1.
all be of the fame Note , Tone , or Tune , which
called Unison.»
10. In a Drinking -Glass, if a Person pastes his V
ted Finger briskly round the Brim of the Glass, Pre^1
it at the lame.time, he will by Degrees raise Trjm 0I”S
Vibrations in the Parts of the Glass, which wist Px0°'l JiS
alone or Sound, which will be constant so
the Action of the Finger is continued , and wof a^emore intended or heightened' : So that if the
continued long enough, the Agitation will be so %l. ■
as to disengage the Particles, or break their
and thus reduce the Glass to Pieces, if not too
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Second is to the Difference between the
Jfond and ‘Third, as the Numbers 3, 4 , 6.
/ " us if the Lengths of Strings , be as these

^Umbers, they will sound an OBave, 3 to
**a> Fifth, 2 to 3 ; and a Fourth , .3 to 4.
Again:
Harmonical Proportion, between
^Ur Numbers is, when the Firji is to the
Fourth
The Sound excited in the Glass seems one entire
ect, whereas it is in reality an Aggregate or Assemblage
an indefinite Number of Sounds, each effected by
single Vibration of the Glass ; but as the Times
y ’sie Vibrations are so quick and short, their Intervals
J *' be imperceptible, and consequently the Distinction
(i the particular Sounds, which will therefore be lost, and
f e whole will appear but one entire Sound. After the
Manner a red hot Coal wbirl ’d about makes the
^Pearance of a fiery Circle , because the Coal succeeds
^ ev ery particular Point of the Circle so quick , that
Impression is made upon the Retina before the
L
of the last is obliterated, and so the Coal appears
ey ery Part of the Circle.
j- *2. The Tremors of the Glass are made extremely
^ ,' ble by putting a little Water into the Glass ; for the
stations of the Glass will by Degrees give Motion to
tjjj Water , which Motion will continually be increased

5|j

11 be

thrown up from the Surface in Form of a Mist

^ °Ver the Glass, and to a considerable Height above
Very way. It is remarkable that the Motion of the
t}jeaW is in Form of a Vortex, circulating round by
mdes of the Glass, and raging with impetuous
3Ve
s like the Sea after a prodigious Tempest.
ijjct
.3* Or otherwise these Vibrations of the Glass are
of^ sensible by'adjusting a Screw very near the Rim
inj?e Glass ; then upon striking the Glass, it .will iirihe heard to strike against the End of the
’ wbich vvill Ihcw not only the Vibration of the
$ir y but also that in vibrating , the Form is alter’d from
to elliptical.

S2
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.Fourth as the Difference between the Firs ^
Second is to the Difference between the 'Pbtrt*
and Fourth, as in the Numbers 5 , 6, 8, I0 '

For Strings of such Lengths will found al1
OSlave, 5 to 1o ; a Sixth Greater, 6 to *° *
a Third Greater , 8 to 10 ; a Third Lef er’
5 to 6 ; a Sixth Lesser, 5 to 8 ; a Fourth
r
6 to 8.
It

may be here observed , that a Series V

Numbers in Harmonic al Proportion are
procally as another Series in Arithmetical P1®'

grejjion,
CHarmonical 10 : 12 : 15 : 20 : 30 : f>° \
CArithmetical 6 : 5 : 4 : 3 : 2 : 1'
for here 10 : 12 :: 5 : 6 ; and 12 : 15 ' ' ?
\
: c ; and so of all the rest. Whence th0 d
aP
Series have an obvious Relation to,
Dependence on, each other ; which in s0lf
Problems of speculative Philosophy wid
^
very useful to know (CIX ).
(CIX ) 1. Let A, B, C, be three Numbers ist
sical Proportion; then because we have A : C •:Rq j
B B: — C, therefore A B — A p = A C — * is
whence if any twp of the three be given, the
'
immediately found by the following Canons, s-’255
A it
Canon I. If A andB be given, thenC ; 2 A " ,
2A

Canon II. If A andC

be

given, thenB =

CjL- .

Canon III. If B andC be given, thenA = q C"-ss
2 . T1 -U--
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If

the

three

AD

Lines

BG , C H , be
,7 YYYV

Plate

, or as the j- ^
taken in Musical Proportion
Numbers
2. Thus , for Example , suppose you would find a
Musical mean Proportional between the Monocbord 100
^ A , and the Octave 50 = C ; then by Canon II . we

haveB —

S :— —— — 66,6, which

is the

Length

r^o
A -f- C
°f that Chord which is usually called the Fifth.
3, Again , If there be four Numbers in Musical Pro¬
portion , as A , B , C , D ; then , since it is A : D : :
A -^ b : C — D, we have AC — AD = AD — DB,
-tom which Equation we have the following CanonS r

p
Canon

A, ==
Ir.DB

2D ■

Canon II . B = 2 D — C X
zAI?

Canon III . C = -

Canon IV . D = -

2A— B
4 . Hence , when any three of those Numbers are
| |ven , the fourth may be found by the above Canons,
Thus to the three Numbers 10 , 8, 6, we find a fourth
barmonical Proportion , which is 5, the Octave ; for
thus the Theorem

■„

AXC

n J

will stand , ■: —

10 X

6 __

5. But to carry this Harmonicas, Theory farther , and
^ender it more general:
the Terms of an Harmonic 1 A B,C,D,E,F,fyV.
3
series be denoted by
, ^

o,P,0

. , £* ,

ed l et the vist -erenee between j
'
'
,each two be denoted by
6 . Then will the Product of the two first Terms,
A X B , be to the Product of any other two Terms
succeeding each other as C X D , in the
^mediately

S3

seme
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Numbers 6, 4, Z ; and in the Line A D
we take A E equal to BG , A F equal to

C Hr

f^me Ratio with their respective Differences M %n' ■
O . For by the Definition of Music«tl Ratio
h lB
: D :: N : O
Therefore AXB : CxD :: MXN : NXO :: M : 0 .
(A : C :: M : N
Also ] B : D :: N : O
. { C : E :: O : P
Therefore AXBXC
: CXDXE
AX B : ^
X E ) :: M X N X O : N X O X P :: M : P . That:
is5AB : DE .. M : P ; and so on universally.
7. Again ; the Difference between the two
Terms M is to the Difference between any other two*
as O , in the Ratio of B — 2 M to D ; or M : P :: ®
— 3M : E ; or M : Q . :: B - 4M : F*; and so
continually . For , by the Nature of the Progression,
is A : C :: M : N ; and it is also A
B — ]Vf, (h*'
cause B — A = M ) therefore it is B — M : C ::
N ; or, to put it in Form , we have M : N :: B— l ^
: C . Again ;. B — M : M :: C : N , and by Divisi 011
B - 2M M
:
:: C — N N
:
:: B : N; but
(by th?
Definition , Art. 1 . ) it is B : N :: D : O , therefo^
M : O :: B — 2M : I) . Again ; B — 3 M : hd ••
D — O : O :: C : O :: E : P ; therefore M : P ::
3 M : E . And universally, let n — Number of T erl1^
in the Series between the first and the last, and le't the las
Term be Z , and let the Difference between it and th®
next preceding Term be 8 ; then will it be M : "
B — » M : Z.
8. Because ( by Art. 6 .) it is M : S :: AXB :
;
supposing Y , Z , the two last Terms of the Seri eS’
therefore A X B : Y X Z : : B — n M : Z .
__
9- „Because the first Term of the Series is A ""
AXB
AXB
B ’’ and the second Term B — A ’
B -— M; therefore

the second.Term is B
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C H , then will the Line AID be divided in Har ->
Conical Proportion , in' the Points A, F, E, D ;
'te . AD : AF : : DE : EF . And in this
banner is the Axis of a convex and concave
Mirrour divided by the Object, the Image,
the
hi the fame Mariner it is shewn, that the third Term is

AXB
, _
. .
n AXB
and unithe fourth Term
B— 3M ’ '
. .
B — 2lM’
vtrfally, sinceA X B : Y X Z : : B—n MZ , or, di¬
viding the consequents by Z , A X B : Y : : B—n M : x j
AXB
— : and since n — Number of
thereforeY = —-B — nM
Perms between A and Z , it will express the Number
°r Place which the Term Y holds in the Series. There¬
fore any Tirm Y is equal to the Product of

the

first and

second Perm B of the Series divided by the Difference bet^ een that second Term B , diminijhed by so many times its
difference from the first, as is equal to the Number of the

^erms from the first to the given Term Y.
10. All the Terms in a Mufical Progression are among
. Reciprocals constitutea Se'enfelves as Quantities whose
ri£s in Arithmetical Progression, Thus the Terms of the
SeriesA, B,C,D,E,f

9.) as —
AXB
to
B—nM

3c. are(by

A x B AXB
B— 2M

B— 3M

tries divided by A X B gives the Series
-j . But the Reciprovj , to -r- -r
ttr
B — nM
° — 2M B — 3M
^ of this Musical Series are B, B — M, B — 2 M,
"~y 3As, to B — n M ; which Terms are all in Arith¬
the Harmonic Series had been de¬
metical Progression. Is
gasing , Vi%A —B = M, B — C = N , &c. we
ft buld have hadA — M —- B, viz. the Signs of M an4
- - else the fame,
, 'but- every thing
a changed

Ii
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the Vertex of the Mirrour, and the Centra,
as may be easily Ihewn by Experiment.
Also

the Limits

of the Colours

of Light*

as separated by the Prism, fall us on the st*
yen Musical Divisions of the Monochord; aS
will be farther taken notice of, and exefl1*
plified in the next Lecture.
I shall
conclude this with taking No*
tice of one singular Property of a Musics
Chord , viz. that
it will be put into a vl"
bratory Motion by the Pulses of the Air'
proceeding from the Vibrations of another
very near it, and in Concord with it : ^
the vibrating String be Unison with it, the
other will tremble through its whole Length ,’
if 'an Octave, it will vibrate by the Hals'
Lengths only ; if the String which cop1*
municates the Motion be a Doubk - Ocl
above, or one Fourth of the Length of the
other , the Motion will be still corresp0^
dent in that other String , for it will vi¬
brate only by the Fourths of its Length f r0lTl
one End to the other . Thus if AB he
Plate
of
XXXIV.
String four Feet long , and C D another
Fig . 6.
one Foot ; if the latter be struck with f
Quill , the Vibrations will be common 1
cated to the former in such a Manner th at
it will vibrate only by a Foot- Length at tM
same time through the whole String ; vvhic •
BlU
\Vl
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be evident by the small Pieces of Paper
fc f h, hung upon the Middle of every
°°t-Length , suddenly leaping off ; while
%
e other Pieces a, c,. so g, r , remain un^oved upon the String at the End of
ry Foot, where the Vibrations sevefyll
f begin
and end, and consequently
^bere the Line has no Motion at all

3t)jj^ X ) j . What is here said relating to Mirrours,
i* the Colours of Light , will be explained and dei ^ rated in its proper Place . That one String A
t|j yQ be put into Vibration by another B, by means of
.Air, is not strange, because the Air will affect the
A with the same Impulses it receives itself from
^ String B. If therefore the String A be under the
iKe Circumstances with the String B otherwise, (z. e. is
He e of equal Magnitude , and equally tended) it must
(siarily
^
move in a similar Manner , or vibrate in an
Time.
fc2- If the String A be twice the Length of B, then
^
paribus) the Air by its Impulse received from B
w ^ot so affect A as to cause it to vibrate through its
°‘e Length ; but it will so affect each Half of A as
(Induce a similar Effect, or equal Vibrations . Hence
Wiring A will become divided in the middle Point,
*ch Will be at Rest.
&A. And if the String A were three times as long as
^ould be for the fame Reason divided into three
^ith’ whose Vibrations are synchronous to those of B,
Ckl hvo Points of Rest between ; and so on for any
3tor length . Also, if the Lengths of A and B are as
the ^ en if they are Concords, and one be struck,
W*U he put into, Motion by Degrees, and in
Manner that will alter the Vibrations ' of the first
and each will vibrate by their aliquot Parts,
^erefore in equal Times ..
I

